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Executive Summary
Review Process
On June 23, 2005, following approval of its concept proposal, Adams and Associates,
Incorporated submitted an application to establish the Education Innovations Public
Charter School at the Woodstock Job Corps Center. The proposed school, as indicated in
the application, would open as a BCPS Public Charter School in the fall of 2006. The
Superintendent assigned Phyllis Bailey, Executive Director of Special Programs, PreK12, as the Charter School contact to oversee the review process.
Ms. Bailey acknowledged receipt of the application, but indicated in a letter of June 29,
2005, that the application was incomplete. Ms. Bailey convened a Review Committee,
composed of staff members with expertise in key areas such as curriculum and
instruction, human resources, budget and finance, facilities, special education, student
support services, and risk management to analyze the application. Throughout the
summer, the Review Committee met to seek additional clarification regarding the
application. Reviewers generated requests for clarification in areas such as curriculum,
personnel, finances, facilities, insurance, and proposed waivers. In addition to seeking
written clarification, the Review Committee visited the Woodstock site on September 7,
2005. Although documentation remained incomplete, BCPS review proceeded based on
the application and all submissions through September 30, 2005.
A final meeting of the Review Committee was conducted on October 12, 2005, after
which reviewers were assigned specific section(s) of a scoring rubric. The Charter
School Application Scoring Rubric was based on the BCPS expectations and components
defined in the Manual of Procedures for Public Charter Schools in Baltimore County.
Each section was evaluated on a three-part scale (does not meet standards, meets
standards, exceeds standards). Reviewers were directed to utilize all of the available
information (application, site visit, and supplemental information) in determining the
degree to which the application sections met standards.
A Final Evaluation Committee then compiled the responses of the Review Committee
members and prepared a recommendation for the Superintendent’s review and
consideration. The Final Evaluation Committee found that based on the scoring rubric,
only eight sections met the standards while 13 did not.
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Recommendation
The Final Evaluation Committee forwarded its recommendation to the Superintendent
that the Education Innovations Charter School Application be rejected. After review of
the Final Evaluation Committee’s findings, the Superintendent recommends that the
application be rejected for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•

Required documentation was not submitted;
Standards were not met in 13 sections;
Proposed waivers did not include justification nor did they include a feasible and
reasonable alternative; and
Insufficient evidence exists that a full curriculum, consistent with the charter school’s
mission, philosophy, and goals, would be in place prior to the opening of the school.

The major deficiencies that led to this recommendation are:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

The applicant has provided the resumes and experience of the principals of Adams
and Associates. However, Adams and Associates will not provide onsite
administrative support of the proposed charter school. While the applicant has
submitted an organizational chart identifying “principal/leader,”
“business/controller,” “curriculum dev,” and “operations,” roles and responsibilities
were not provided for any of these positions.
There are no definitive lines between the Job Corps program and the applicant’s
program for high school credit.
The applicant’s description of the student population to be served conflicts with
established policy regarding residency and could exclude Baltimore County
residents. The applicant has indicated that several of its current Job Corps
participants, when domiciled at Woodstock, would qualify for admission into the
charter school as Baltimore County residents regardless of whether their permanent
residence is in another county or state.
The applicant’s plan is to have resident (boarding) students, but there was no plan to
address the consequences for suspension and expulsion of students who are
boarding.
The application for a comprehensive high school addresses continuous academic
progress towards graduation but does not address the ultimate goal that every high
school must graduate its students with a high school diploma.
The curriculum core subject areas, English, mathematics, science, and social studies
are not consistently aligned with the Voluntary State Curriculum (VSC).
Six of the proposed completer programs do not meet current MSDE completer
program approval standards (Nursing Assistant, Business Clerical, Bookkeeper,
Bricklayer, Painter, and Sales Clerk Retail).
There is no explanation of how the applicant would differentiate instruction for
students with a variety of disabilities, such as emotional disturbance, autism, and
sensory impairment.
There is recognition of the need to adjust curriculum as a result of a review of
achievement data, however, there is no indication of any other plan to identify
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10.

11.

12.
13.

14.

15.

16.

students performing below grade level and no mention of any proposed intervention
or acceleration programs.
Students not meeting success at the proposed Charter School would be moved to
“other options,” which creates the potential for dropouts. Interventions for
unsuccessful students are not described in the application.
Civil and general liability insurance coverage was proposed, but no specific
information or plan was provided concerning a specific insurance carrier, or for
various types of coverage such as existing Errors & Omissions coverage.
Roles and responsibilities of parent and staff representatives on the Governing
Board are not established and/or linked to community involvement.
The applicant did not provide the following: Verification of no outstanding building
code violations; ADA accessibility; Schedule for Occupancy; and a Certificate of
Occupancy.
The applicant did not specify which areas of the existing Job Corps site/facilities
would be designated as the location for the proposed Charter School. Parts of the
facility are not ADA accessible. Educational specifications were not submitted.
Information regarding financial management and internal accounting procedures, as
well as ownership and inventory control of materials and equipment was not
submitted.
Emergency plans to be used for situations such as fires, hurricanes, tornadoes and
child safety issues were submitted, but were not compliant with MSDE emergency
planning guidelines.
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CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION RECOMMENDATION
November 15, 2005
Applicant:

Mr. Greg Weber,
Adams and Associates, Inc.
Education Innovations
Public Charter School

Name of Proposed Charter School:

Background Information:
The Maryland Public Charter School Law became effective July 1, 2003. This law, which is codified at Section
9-101 et seq. of the Education Article of the Maryland Annotated Code, provides that both local school boards
and the Maryland State Board of Education may authorize Maryland Public Charter Schools. The general
purpose of the Public Charter School Law is to establish an alternative means, namely charter schools, within
the existing public school system in order to provide innovative learning opportunities and creative educational
approaches to improve the education of students.
Each local board of education was required to submit a public charter school policy to the State Board of
Education on or before November 1, 2003. With the adoption of Board of Education Policy and
Superintendent’s Rule 1600, Community Relations: Public Charter Schools, on October 21, 2003, the
Baltimore County Public Schools met this requirement. A Procedures Manual for Public Charter Schools in
Baltimore County was developed by staff and is available (as are the policy and rule) on the BCPS website at:
www.bcps.org/system/policies_rules/1000toc.htm.
This procedures manual established final rules for applications, established a two-stage process involving a
concept proposal, a final application, specific directions for completion of the application, and a summary
application checklist.
Following approval of its concept proposal, Adams and Associates, Incorporated submitted an application for
the Education Innovations Public Charter School at Woodstock. The proposed school, if approved, would begin
operations as a BCPS Public Charter School in the fall of 2006. The Superintendent assigned the Executive
Director of Special Programs, PreK-12, Phyllis Bailey, to serve as the Charter School contact to oversee the
review process.
Discussion:
History
On June 23, 2005, Adams and Associates, Incorporated submitted an application for the Education Innovations
Public Charter School. Phyllis Bailey, Executive Director of Special Programs, PreK-12, responded in writing
on June 29, 2005, acknowledging receipt of the application, and stated that the application was incomplete
(Appendix A). The applicant was asked to provide the necessary information prior to a scheduled July 18, 2005
meeting of the Charter Review Committee. The Charter Review Committee members consisted of BCPS staff
with expertise in specific areas related to the sections of the application. As a result of its review, the Committee
sought clarification regarding procedural issues, curriculum, student population, staffing, and financial matters.
The applicant responded to the July 18 questions on or about July 29, 2005. (Appendix B)
BCPS staff requested the opportunity to visit to the Woodstock site to explore the relationship between the Job
Corps program and the proposed charter school. In addition, BCPS staff wanted to examine the facilities which
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would house the charter school. Consequently, a site visit by the review committee took place on September 7,
2005.
In a letter dated September 19, 2005, Phyllis Bailey indicated once again that information provided was
incomplete. (Appendix C). The applicant submitted supplemental information on or about September 21, 2005.
(Appendix D)
As a result of the failure of the applicant to provide specific documents, a letter dated September 27, 2005
(Appendix E) indicated that the application remained incomplete and established September 30, 2005 as a
deadline. The applicant submitted the response by email on September 30, 2005 (Appendix F). BCPS’
subsequent review was based on the application and all submissions through this date of September 30, 2005.
Although documentation remained incomplete, review proceeded. The Review Committee met on October 12,
2005. Reviewers were assigned specific section(s) of a 21 section scoring rubric (Appendix G).
On October 31, 2005 the Final Evaluation Committee determined that only eight sections of the application met
standards, while 13 did not.
Application Review Process
The following 13 sections did not meet the standards as evaluated by the Final Evaluation Committee. The left
hand column of this chart indicates the Application Check List (Appendix H) which was completed by the
applicant and submitted as part of the application process. The right hand column of the chart indicates the
standard that BCPS applied, while specific deficiencies in the application are also noted.
Planning and Establishment
Application Checklist as Completed by Applicant*
__ ___Profile of Founding Group
__ ___Management and Administrative Structure

Expectations of BCPS
The profile of the founding group has been provided and includes
employment history, qualifications, experience, relevant training, and
statement of intent.
The management and administrative structure are clear, reasonable,
and compatible with the mission of the school.

__ ___Any section not complete, including items left blank
or unanswered, will result in an application being deemed
INCOMPLETE.
* Checks ( ) represent how the applicant responded.

Deficiencies in the application submitted by the applicant:
1. There are no definitive lines between the Job Corps program and the applicant’s program for high
school credit.
2. The administrative structure and the distinctions made between Job Corps participants and charter
school students are unclear. For example, the applicant failed to articulate how (or whether) charter
school students who lack certain economic criteria (i.e., those who would not qualify for the Job
Corps program) will access components of the Job Corps program.
3. The applicant has provided the resumes and experience of the principals of Adams and Associates.
However, Adams and Associates will not provide onsite administrative support of the proposed
charter school. While the applicant has submitted an organizational chart identifying
“principal/leader,” “business/controller,” “curriculum dev,” and “operations,” job descriptions were
not provided for any of these positions. The applicant has further failed to explain the roles and
responsibilities of these positions within the proposed structure.
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Mission Statement, Vision and Goals
Application Checklist as Completed by Applicant*
__ ___Mission and Goals

Expectations of BCPS
The mission articulates the purpose for the school.
The mission is clear, concise, measurable, and specific to the purpose
of the school.
The mission statement articulates the future direction of the school
for the future.
Specific and measurable goals and objectives have been provided to
assess the progress in advancing the school’s mission and vision.
The goals and objectives are reasonable, and specific to the mission
of the school and needs of the community.

* Checks ( ) represent how the applicant responded

Deficiencies in the application submitted by the applicant:
1. The ways in which the goals are to be measured is not developed, especially for graduation rates.
The application addresses continuous academic progress towards graduation but does not address the
ultimate goal that every high school must graduate its students with a high school diploma.
2. Maryland State Department of Education holds all schools and school systems to a 90% graduation
rate. This Charter School application describes a four year program but consistently refers to
students remaining in the program for two years, and then moving to other options, which may or
may not lead to a high school diploma.
3. The future direction of the school and the options available for students unable to graduate remains
unclear.
Educational Plan
Application Checklist as Completed by Applicant*
__ ___Objectives
__ ___Grades, number, etc.
__ ___Student Population and Geographic Area

Expectations of BCPS
The educational objectives and instructional methods are described
and are consistent with the stated mission of the school and needs of
the identified community.
The listed grades, teacher/student ratios, and total enrollment
number are consistent with the stated mission of the school and
needs of the identified community.
The student population to be served and the geographic area are
included in the explanation of the educational plan.

* Checks ( ) represent how the applicant responded.

Deficiencies in the application submitted by the applicant:
1. The applicant’s description of the student population to be served conflicts with established policy
regarding residency and could exclude Baltimore County residents. The applicant has indicated that
several of its current Job Corps participants, when domiciled at Woodstock, would qualify for
admission into the charter school as Baltimore County residents regardless of whether their
permanent residence is in another county or state. Consequently, the number of Baltimore County
resident students to enroll in the Job Corps program is suspect due to the applicant’s use of boarding
students’ residency instead of the parent’s/guardian’s residency. According to the applicant’s written
response dated July 29, 2005, (Appendix B) students age 18 and older who are enrolled as resident
students at the Woodstock Job Corps Center will use the Woodstock address as their address of
record. The applicant stated, during the site visit, that some of the current students come from other
school systems or states.
2. Because the applicant’s proposal is for a comprehensive high school, its graduation rate of 90%
(State Standard) is ambitious.
3. Students enrolled must be able to complete all graduation requirements by the age of 21 according to
state law. The application states anyone under age 21 will be enrolled, which would not be
appropriate for students who are unable to gain sufficient credits for graduation by their 21st
birthday.
4. The student population to be served at the proposed charter school is to be developed through a
lottery system as prescribed by the state law in cases of over subscription. However, the application
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suggests that the charter school will provide a high school program to the student trainees of the
Woodstock Job Corps Center (Page 16 of the application).
Academic Program, Standards, Curriculum & Instruction
Application Check List as Completed by Applicant*
__ ___Describe educational program

__ ___Goals and objectives of the BCPS Master Plan
__ ___Outline instructional methods

__ ___Exceptional Education Students

__ ___School Calendar

__ ___Timeframe on core academic subjects
__ ___Student achievement goals
__ ___Learning standards and curriculum

__ ___Schedule of state assessments administered by school

Expectations of BCPS
The educational program identifies curriculum objectives and
content of the main subject areas (math, science, social studies,
English) and supports VSC, core learning goals, MSDE, NCLB
and graduation requirements.
The education program facilitates, and is consistent with the goals
and objectives of the BCPS Master Plan and Blueprint for
Progress.
The instructional methods outlined are consistent with the stated
mission, vision, goals and objectives of the school.
The instructional methods outlined are innovative.
The Instructional methods and techniques are suited to enhance
student learning
If applicable, there is a description of the way the needs of Gifted
and Talented Students will be met.
A process for the identification and placement of students whose
first language is not English and the methods for determining the
kind of assistance that these students may need is provided.
A process to ensure that English Language Learners (“ELL”) are
not misplaced or tracked inappropriately in other classes is
provided.
A statement that affirms that ELL students will not be excluded
categorically from curricular and extracurricular activities because
of an inability to speak and understand English is provided.
A description of the planned outreach to parents in the identified
community, including strategies for communicating with parents
who are not proficient in English is provided.
The application indicates plan for adhering to the BCPS school
calendar.
A copy of the proposed calendar for the first year of operation is
provided indicating the number of student and teacher days
required.
Learning standards and curriculum are well-defined and include
the skills and knowledge each student will be expected to attain by
the end of each grade and are consistent with the stated mission,
vision, goals, and curriculum program of the school.
A timeframe for the instruction of core academic subjects is
provided and includes reasonable goals and objectives.
Student Achievement goals are well-defined and consistent with
the stated mission, vision, goals and curriculum program of the
school.
Learning standards and curriculum are well-defined and include
the skills and knowledge each student will be expected to attain by
the end of each grade and are consistent with the stated mission,
vision, goals, and curriculum program of the school.
Curriculum and instructional methods are diverse and include the
use of technology, libraries, and other media.
A plan for providing textbooks and other instructional materials
has been described.
A description of plans to stock library or media center with books
and other educational materials has been provided.
If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.

* Checks ( ) represent how the applicant responded.
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Deficiencies in the application submitted by the applicant:
English Language Arts
1. Although an attempt has been made to align curricular objectives to the Voluntary State Curriculum
(VSC), Core Learning Goals (CLG), the alignment reveals a lack of understanding of the Maryland
high school English requirements. This lack of understanding is evident in several areas of
Education Innovations’ response to BCPS’ concerns. When BCPS expressed concern in the letter of
September 1, 2005 (Appendix I) about the lack of alignment in Module D (focused on reading) to
CLG #1 (reading) and the inaccuracies in terms of measurement criteria, Education Innovations
replied that “The measurement criterion has been changed to reflect the newer four point rubric.”
(Appendix D, response of September 21, 2005, page 5). This change did not address the matter
because the four-point rubric is used to score writing, not reading.
2. Additionally, Education Innovations states that “The VSC is the document that aligns the MD
Content Standards and the Maryland Assessment Program.”(Appendix D, response of September 21,
2005, page 5) This statement does not address the fact that in high school the English CLGs, not the
PreK-grade 8 Reading/English Language Arts VSC, guide instruction and the English II High
School Assessment.
3. In response to the concern about which grade levels will address specific English Core Learning
Goals, Education Innovations points to the revised alignment of its curriculum spreadsheet to the
“Maryland Voluntary Curriculum,” (Appendix D, response of September 21, 2005 ) yet in this chart
there is further evidence of a lack of knowledge about current high school English State
requirements. For example, there is frequent reference in Module A, D and E, to the Grade 10 VSC
in reading, which ceased to exist after the last administration of the grade 10 Maryland School
Assessment (MSA) in January 2005. The applicant refers to “Grade 10 Language 5.0,” not CLG 3,
in Modules A and C.
4. Assessment limits are never addressed.
5. Grade level instructional requirements are not referenced to grade level standards.
Science
1. The description of the science program is vague and is not consistent with the state’s VSC.
2. Much more detail is needed in order to develop a complete picture of what is being proposed for a
comprehensive science program including the state assessed area of Biology.
3. Biology is one of the HSA areas and the applicant is not offering a Biology course but a contextual
strand, “Making Sense of the Living World.”
Social Studies
1. The program matrix states that students will complete one credit of Economics. There is no state
requirement for economics. No rationale has been provided to support this additional requirement
and no information regarding the content has been provided. In a chart titled “Graduation
Requirements for Maryland, Baltimore County Public Schools and for Education Innovations
Charter School” (Appendix D, response of September 21, 2005) the Social Science Portfolio states
that three credits meet the specific credit requirements. It can only be assumed that the three credits
are those required by Maryland, excluding Economics.
2. The applicant’s Curricular Spreadsheet identifies General Goals, Specific Objectives and Outcomes,
and Measurement Criteria. The United States History goal does not correspond to the timeframe for
the VSC.
3. The timeframe for World History is not defined. Different branches within the behavioral sciences
and psychology are not typically found within the courses that are listed in the program of study.
There is no discernible relationship between the objectives and outcomes and these goals. The
objectives and goals appear to be a collection of representative behaviors, with no identified basis for
selection.
4. Descriptions regarding the quality of assessments, their relationship to goals and objectives, and
their formative and summative roles are not provided.
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5. The social studies program is inadequately developed, with no apparent rationale or sense of purpose
beyond matching lists provided by MSDE. The application is unclear regarding program
requirements and is based upon presentations of facts with little accompanying skill development or
application.
Career and Technology Education
1. Six of the proposed completer programs do not meet current MSDE completer program approval
standards. (Page 17 of the application states that students will complete a state approved career and
technology program.) Programs listed in the application that are not eligible through an approved
MSDE “List A” for BCPS include: Nursing Assistant, Business Clerical, Bookkeeper, Bricklayer,
Painter, and Sales Clerk Retail. It may take up to two years for MSDE to approve new completer
programs.
2. The charter school application omitted CTE standards or curriculum information for the twelve (12)
proposed completer programs.
3. Culinary Arts, Carpentry and Electrical have a GT curriculum in BCPS. No information about GT
was found in the documentation.
English Language Learners (ELL)
1. While the application states that there will be ELL instruction, it fails to specify how that instruction
will be provided, or when in the schedule there is time for it. ELLs will be expected to meet or
exceed MSA standards. There is no plan for helping students to reach those standards.
2. The application outlines a process that is not consistent with BCPS procedures for the identification
and placement of ELL students.
3. The annual assessment is the only tool mentioned for placing ELL students in classes. There is no
clear procedure for monitoring student placement.
Library and Media Services
1. There is no clear plan as to where, how, and what should be included in the library. During the site
visit reference was made to seeking grant funds to purchase a library collection.
2. The September 30 (Appendix F) response states that the library is located on the 3rd floor of the main
building 1, which is not ADA accessible.
Student Service Learning
1. The 75-hour student service learning graduation requirement was not addressed in terms of how this
requirement would be accomplished.
Calendar
1. Year round schooling is part of applicant’s plan but no 12-month calendar was provided. The 10month calendar provided was based on the BCPS model.
Final Exams
1. Page 17 of the application states that the school will meet all BCPS academic requirements but it is
unclear whether students will be required to take course final exams, an expectation of BCPS.
Special Education
Application Checklist as Completed by Applicant*
__ ___Special Education Students

Expectation of BCPS
The application describes how the school will appropriately meet the
needs of special education students adhering to all provisions of
federal and state law.
The application designates a professional staff member as the
school’s special education liaison with BCPS.
Procedures for mediation, resolution, and due process are clearly
outlined.

* Checks ( ) represent how the applicant responded.

Deficiencies in the application submitted by the applicant:
1. While the application states that the school will utilize appropriate special education referral,
mediation, and due process procedures, there is no specific explanation of how special education and
related services will be delivered. There is a lack of reference or commitment to a specific ratio of
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2.
3.

4.

5.

special education teacher/paraprofessional support for students with disabilities. Without a clear
explanation of special education staffing plans, it is not possible to ascertain how or whether the
school will appropriately meet the needs of students with disabilities.
There is no explanation of how the applicant would differentiate instruction for students with a
variety of disabilities, such as emotional disturbance, autism, and sensory impairment.
The school must adhere to all provisions of federal law relating to students with disabilities, including
IDEA 2004, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and Title II of the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990. Consequently, the school building must be accessible for students with
disabilities and their families. The facility where the school may be located is not fully accessible.
There is no indication of how the applicant will meet the needs of special education students by
providing a Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE) to meet the needs of specific students with
IEPs, such as Learning Disabled, Emotionally Disturbed, or Autistic in the least restrictive
environment.
Although a special education liaison was identified in the application, no role and responsibilities
were given through the organizational chart of the school.

Student Assessment
Application Checklist as Completed by Applicant*
__ ___Plans to assess student performance in core academic
areas
__ ___Baseline student academic achievement levels
established
__ ___Baseline rates compared to academic progress
achieved
__ ___Evaluation of progress comparison
__ ___Methods used to identify educational strengths
__ ___Student Participation in statewide assessment
programs
__ ___Requirements for graduation (secondary education
applicants only)
__ ___Meeting needs of students at risk of academic failure

__ ___State or local rules waived

Expectations of BCPS
A plan for assessing student performance in the core academic areas
has been provided and includes outcomes to be achieved and
methods of measurement to be used.
The application includes a reasonable plan to ascertain baseline
student data that will be used to measure academic achievement
levels in core academic areas.
A plan for how academic achievement levels will be measured and
how rates of progress will be measured is provided.
A plan for assessing student performance in the core academic areas
has been provided and includes outcomes to be achieved and
methods of measurement to be used.
The application offers methods to gauge the academic strengths and
needs of students and the extent to which educational goals and
performance standards are being met.
Student participation in statewide assessment programs is
acknowledged and included in educational plan.
The application includes a method for determining that students
satisfy state requirements for graduation.
A description of the methods that will be used for identifying and
meeting the needs of students who are not achieving on or above
grade level is provided.
If the school intends to serve an at-risk population, the application
includes challenges associated with serving the population and
describes methods, strategies or programs the school will use to
address them.
If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.

* Checks ( ) represent how the applicant responded.

Deficiencies in the application submitted by the applicant:
1. Selected response items are not mentioned as measurement criteria in any module.
2. The English II HSA is mentioned, but the educational plan for English is insufficient because it lacks
specific detail about grade level expectations and it is replete with inaccuracies regarding alignment and
measurement criteria. (See English Language Arts on Page 5 of this summary for specific details).
3. According to the applicant’s Curricular Spreadsheet, the same measurement criteria will be used for
each module. There is recognition of the need to adjust curriculum as a result of a review of
achievement data, however, there is no indication of any other plan to identify students performing
below grade level and no mention of any intervention or acceleration programs that might be used to
meet their identified needs.
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4. Grade level determination seems to be accomplished more by inference and by program-defined criteria
rather than by any standard criteria or measures.
5. The application does not reflect the ancillary staff needed to complete formal assessments for students
with disabilities.
6. Research-based interventions with ongoing assessments to measure achievement for students with IEPs
and students who are at-risk are not identified in the application.
Student Policies and Services
Application Check List as Completed by Applicant *
__ ___Alternate policies (if applicable)
__ ___Dress code policy
__ ___Food Services
__ ___Health Services
__ ___Student participation in extracurricular activities
__ ___Appropriate technology, libraries, and other media
plans
__ ___Procedures for dissolution of school
__ ___Code of Student Conduct

Expectations of BCPS
If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
A dress code policy is provided. If a uniform is required, the policy
includes provisions for parents unable to afford uniforms.
The application includes food services plan.
A plan for the provision of health services is provided and is
consistent with state guidelines.
The application includes a description of plans for student
participation in extracurricular activities.

A clear and well-developed Code of Student Conduct is provided.

* Checks ( ) represent how the applicant responded.

Deficiencies in the application submitted by the applicant:
1. The applicant plans to adopt the BCPS code of conduct, but there are potential conflicts in the
specific violations. For example, the Job Corps site allows smoking by students in designated areas.
2. The applicant’s plan is to have resident (boarding) students, but there was no plan to address the
consequences for suspension and expulsion of students who are boarding.
3. It appears that there are no extra curricular activities specifically for the Charter School population
(Page 71 of the application). When asked at the site visit about interscholastic sports the applicant
responded students would not participate in these activities.
Student Support Services
Application Checklist as Completed by Applicant*
__ ___Written policies and procedures
__ ___Enrollment and attendance data
__ ___Compulsory attendance
__ ___Nonresident tuition policy
__ ___Student withdrawals and dismissals
__ ___Promotion of students
__ ___Discipline procedures – suspensions - expulsions
__ ___Student records and forms

__ ___Immunizations

Expectations of BCPS
Admission and enrollment policies are included and are consistent
with Maryland statutes.
Policies on compulsory school attendance are included.
Nonresident tuition policy is consistent with BCPS Policy and Rule
5150.
Student withdrawals and dismissal procedures are provided.
Policy on promotion of students is defined and consistent with the
stated mission, vision, and goals of the school.
Discipline procedures (suspensions and expulsions) are defined and
consistent with BCPS procedures.
Student records and forms comply with all federal and state
requirements.
Policies and procedures are outlined to maintain family and student
confidentiality consistent with federal and state law.
Immunizations policy is consistent with federal and state law as well
as the Health Services plan of the school.

* Checks ( ) represent how the applicant responded.

Deficiencies in the application submitted by the applicant:
1. By BCPS Policies and Rules 5150 and 1600, in order for students to participate in the lottery
selection to enter Education Innovation’s Charter School one must be a Baltimore County resident.
No non-resident students would be eligible for the lottery, or enrollment at the charter school site
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2.
3.

4.

5.

unless they meet one of the requirements of Policy and Rule 5150. The projected student enrollment
includes students who would board but would not have residency to participate in the lottery. All
non-resident students would have to meet the requirements in Policy and Rule 5150 prior to
enrollment or boarding in the Charter School.
Non-residents who board but are still legally under the control of their parents/guardians should be
held to meet the requirements of Policy and Rule 5150 and may not attend a BCPS school.
Implementation of the disciplinary hearing process is unclear from the description provided.
According to state law the Superintendent or his designee must handle hearings for expulsion or
long-term suspension.
Students not meeting success at the proposed Charter School would be moved to “other options,”
which would create the potential for dropouts. Interventions for unsuccessful students are not
described in the application only they would be moved to “other options” which may not result in
graduation.
Student forms and records templates have not been provided for review.

Policy, Regulation, and Legal Requirements
Application Checklist as Completed by Applicant *
__ ___Assurances forms
__ ___Reporting requirements and annual review process
__ ___Civil liability insurance
__ ___General liability insurance
__ ___Compliance with state and federal education
requirements
__ ___Legal autonomy

Expectation of BCPS
Assurances forms are provided.
Reporting requirements and annual review process are provided.
A commitment to maintain compliance with state and federal
education requirements is included.
If legal autonomy has not occurred, a plan for legal autonomy is
included (i.e. plan of incorporation).

__ ___Child development center license (if applicable)
* Checks ( ) represent how the applicant responded.

Deficiencies in the application submitted by the applicant:
1. Applicant states that the application for a 501(c)(3) status is in process; however, the application for
this status was not provided.
2. Civil and general liability insurance coverage was proposed, but no specific information or plan was
provided concerning a specific insurance carrier or for various types of coverage (e.g. liability,
workers’ compensation) or even for the process for obtaining coverage.
Parent Involvement and Community Participation
Application Checklist as Completed by Applicant *
__ ___Building family-school partnerships

__ ___Parental involvement
__ ___Staff involvement

__ ___Partnerships with community organizations

__ ___Community support
__ ___Handling disputes

Expectation of BCPS
The application describes how school will build family and school
partnerships that focus on strengthening support for learning,
improving communication, and encouraging parental involvement in
school operations.
The application describes anticipated parental involvement in the
school including input, comment, and/or participation in the
school’s governance.
The application describes the role that administrators, teachers, and
other school staff will play in making sure that all parents are
welcome at the school, encouraged to participate, trained and
involved in their child’s education.
The application describes how school will build family and school
partnerships that focus on strengthening support for learning,
improving communication, and encouraging parental involvement in
school operations.
The application displays evidence of broad based community
support.
Methods for handling and resolving disputes between parents and
the school are identified.

_n/a___Conversion of existing school (if applicable)
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* Checks ( )represent how the applicant responded.

Deficiencies in the application submitted by the applicant:
1. Plans for parental involvement and community participation have projected outcomes but methods
for achieving these outcomes are not clearly stated.
2. Roles and responsibilities of parent and staff representatives on governing board are not established
and/or linked to community involvement.
School Facilities
Application Checklist as Completed by Applicant *
__ ___Facilities, location, and present options
__ ___Renovation and compliance

__ ___Partnership developments and acquisition of school
building
__n/a___Financing plans (if applicable)
__ ___Notification of facility

__ ___Ownership or lease agreement
__ ___Description of facility

_n/a___Facility (acquisition)
__ ___Acquisition of educational materials, supplies,
furniture, etc.

______Verification of no outstanding building code violations
______ADA accessibility
______Schedule for occupancy
______Certificate of Occupancy

Expectation of BCPS
The application identifies a facility to be used or presents the options
under consideration.
If a facility is identified, documentation that it is in compliance with
all applicable health and safety laws (i.e. local building codes, security
, maintenance, custodial services) or a well-defined plan to renovate
and bring the facility into compliance, is provided.
If no facility has been identified, information on progress toward
securing a facility, including partnership developments or other
future steps toward acquisition is provided.
Financing plans, if applicable, are described.
If the charter school applicant or partners owns or leases a facility, a
description of the ownership or lease agreement of the facility,
including, specifically, potential conflicts of interest and
arrangements by which such conflicts will be managed or avoided
has been provided.
Property settlement or lease documents have been provided.
Anticipated utilization of the number and size of classrooms,
common areas, recreation space, community facilities, and any
residential facilities, if applicable, (i.e. dormitories or faculty housing)
are included.
Technology plans, including the acquisition and maintenance of
computers for students have been described.
The facilities plan includes provisions for the acquisition of
educational materials and supplies, furniture, and other equipment
necessary to meet the educational needs of students and support the
instruction by teachers and staff.
Verification of no outstanding building code violations has been
provided.
Facility is ADA accessible.
Schedule for occupancy of facility is included.
Certificate of Occupancy is included.

* Checks ( ) represent how the applicant responded.

Deficiencies in the application submitted by the applicant:
1. BCPS requested a description of the Charter School facility and its layout. The applicant did not
specify which areas of the existing Job Corps site/facilities would be designated as the location for
the proposed Charter School. Additionally, no educational facility specifications were provided to
verify compliance with MSDE specifications, i.e. classroom size. (BCPS Procedures Manual, page
34)
2. The number and size of classrooms, and specific information regarding common areas, recreation
space, and other facilities was not provided.
3. No documentation for compliance with applicable health and safety laws was provided.
4. No ownership or lease documentation was provided.
5. Technology plans were not provided.
6. Renovations were mentioned at the site visit to bring certain areas of the existing facility into use for
the Charter School but no plans have been provided. Verification of no outstanding building code
violations was not provided.
7. Parts of the facility are not ADA accessible.
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8. A schedule for, or Certificate of Occupancy, was not provided.
Finances
Application Checklist as Completed by Applicant *
__ ___Financial management and internal accounting
procedures
__ ___Four-year estimate of school budget.
__ ___Budget for start-up expenses
__ ___Budget for length of proposed contract, sensitivity
analysis, contingency fund, and cash flow projections

__ ___Fund-raising plans
__ ___Liability insurance
__ ___Determination of per-pupil allocations/modifications
__ ___Operating and Capital budget projections
__ ___Ownership and inventory control of materials and
equipment

Expectation of BCPS
A plan for financial management and internal accounting procedures
is provided and is consistent with standard accounting practices.
A detailed four-year estimate of the school budget is included.
A detailed budget for start-up expenses is included that covers the
planning and capital expenses necessary prior to the opening of
school.
The budget for the length of the proposed contract covers all
projected sources of revenue and includes planned expenditures with
an accompanying narrative.
Detailed cash flow projections for the first year are displayed month
by month with a plan to adequately fund cash flow shortfalls.
Fund-raising plans, if applicable, are included.
See “Risk Management”
The budget includes a detailed sensitivity analysis and financial plan
based on enrollment with contingency plans for reduced enrollment.
Operating and Capital budget projections are provided.
A fixed assets policy is provided.

* Checks ( ) represent how the applicant responded.

Deficiencies in the application submitted by the applicant:
1. A substantial amount of information was not provided. For example, on page 106 of the Application
Checklist (Appendix H), the applicant indicated that the following required information was
provided:
a. Financial management and internal accounting procedures.
b. Ownership and inventory control of materials and equipment.
However, upon review of the application, it was clear this information was not submitted. On page
82 of the application it was stated that “the following systems will be developed:
1. A system of internal controls, including generally accepted accounting principles that ensure that
funds are appropriately received, expended, and accounted for;
2. A procurement process that provides for the greatest amount of competition, gives potential
bidders sufficient information upon which to base their bid or quote, and employs a process of
evaluating bidders’responses which enables the charter school to determine the best value
proposal;
3. Policies and procedures that ensure the procurement process is consistent with and based upon
the internal control system of the organization, and which provide sufficient documentation for
audit purposes;
4. Policies and procedures that outline reporting to other agencies;
5. Policies and procedures that describe the budgeting process;
6. Policies and procedures that describe the student attendance and reporting accountability;
7. Policies and procedures that address Conflict of Interest in all areas of the charter school
operation, from selection of board of director to purchasing.”
2. Purchasing policies and procedures are a significant part of an organization’s financial management
plan. Again, while page 82 states that “a procurement process will be developed,” sample purchase
procedures and general conditions were offered that were in fact a small subset of an overall
procurement standard. On page 9 of the applicant’s 9/21/05 response to BCPS’s request for
additional information, (Appendix D), the applicant states that waivers will be requested for “seat
time” and “year round” scheduling. However, on page 1 of the applicant’s 7/29/05 (Appendix B)
response to BCPS’s request for additional information, the application states that EIPCS-W will use
“existing, government approved, purchasing policies and procedures” and, upon Charter Approval
will “submit a formal waiver request of purchasing policies and procedures.”
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3. The contradictory responses and the lack of documentation provided for purchasing policies and
procedures raises serious concerns and makes the Finance Section incomplete.
Risk Management
Application Checklist as Completed by Applicant *
__ ___Plans to ensure safety and security of students and
staff
__ ___Proposed school insurance coverage plans
__ ___Emergency plans

Expectation of BCPS
Procedures are in place to ensure that unauthorized persons are not
able to enter the school or its premises.
Civil Liability insurance is provided.
General Liability insurance is provided.
The application provides an emergency plan that is compliant with
MSDE emergency planning guidelines for local school systems and
schools.
The plan describes procedures to maintain emergency contact
information for all students.
A description of the plans to conduct regular fire drills is provided.

* Checks ( ) represent how the applicant responded.

Deficiencies in the application submitted by the applicant.
Two categories of deficiencies were identified related to plans to ensure safety and security of students and
staff and proposed school insurance coverage plans:
1. Emergency plans to be used for situations such as fires, hurricanes, tornadoes and child safety issues
were submitted, but were not compliant with procedures which are based upon the MSDE
emergency planning guidelines. Examples of deficient areas include: procedures for lock down,
procedures for shelter-in-place, student accountability and the designation of back-up personnel for
key members of the emergency team.
2. Civil insurance and general liability insurance coverage were proposed but no specific information
or plan was provided on insurance carrier for various types of coverage (e.g. liability, workers’
compensation) or process for obtaining coverage.
3. Certificate of insurance was not provided for existing Errors & Omissions coverage.
4. The letter designating proposed or existing coverage as primary coverage was not received as
requested in September 19, 2005 letter (Appendix C). Rather the applicant indicated that notice of
coverage would be provided when coverage was obtained.
Conclusion/Recommendation to the Superintendent of Schools:
The Final Evaluation Committee finds the application from Adams and Associates failed to meet the standards
established in the BCPS Manual of Procedures for Public Charter Schools in Baltimore County and
recommends to the Superintendent of Schools that the application for the Education Innovations Charter School
at Woodstock be denied for the following reasons:
1. Documentation required by the application was not submitted,
2. Applicant failed to meet the standards as outlined in 13 sections and noted as deficiencies,
3. The three waivers requested in the application did not include a solid justification along with a
feasible and reasonable alternative, and
4. As indicated in the BCPS Manual of Procedures for Public Charter Schools in Baltimore County,
“a full curriculum, consistent with the school’s mission, philosophy, and goals adopted or a
timeline and plan for Year One curriculum, was not provided nor did the Applicant give sufficient
evidence that such a curriculum be in place prior to the opening of the public charter
school.” (Page 27 Manual of Procedures for Public Charter Schools in Baltimore County).
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APPLICATION RECOMMENDATION
APPENDICES

Appendix A: Letter of June 29, 2005 (BCPS)
Appendix B: Letter of July 29, 2005 Email (Education Innovations)
Appendix C: Letter of September 19, 2005 (BCPS)
Appendix D: Letter of September 21, 2005 (Education Innovations)
Appendix E: Letter of September 27, 2005 (BCPS)
Appendix F: Responses via Email September 30, 2005 (Education Innovations)
Responses via FedEx received October 5, 2005 (Education Innovations)
Appendix G: Charter School Application Scoring Rubric (BCPS)
Appendix H: Application Checklist, submitted with Application
(Education Innovations)
Revised Application Checklist submitted via Email, July 17, 2005
(Education Innovations)
Appendix I:

Letter of September 1, 2005 (BCPS)

Appendix B

Adams and Associates, Inc./Education Innovations, Inc.
“In partnership to serve Maryland youth.”
10400 Little Patuxent Parkway, Suite 320
Columbia, MD 21044
Phone: 410-962-2888 Fax: 410-964-2961

CHARTER SCHOOL REVIEWERS’ QUESTIONS
PROCEDURAL
QUESTION 1: An overall question deals with what are the BCPS procedures the charter
school is going to adhere to? What BCPS procedures do they plan to use?
RESPONSE: It is the intention of Education Innovations to follow and adhere to BCPS
procedures unless a waiver granting otherwise is approved. At this time we intend to
request waivers related to the following issues:
• Seat time
• School calendar
• Purchasing procedures
• Student discipline procedures
As we further develop a relationship with BCPS and negotiate terms of an agreement we
may encounter circumstances resulting in a need/desire to request additional waivers for
specific procedures. When/if that occurs, a formal waiver request will be submitted to
BCPS for review, consideration and approval.
QUESTION 2: Will the charter school follow the BCPS purchasing procedures?
RESPONSE: Education Innovations has developed an agreement with the Woodstock
Job Corps Center to use their existing, government approved, purchasing polices and
procedures. This will allow the EIPCS-W school to take advantage of bulk purchasing
opportunities, have access to the Job Corps vendor network and to work within a
purchasing framework that is already established and functioning at the Job Corps site.
Upon Charter approval EI will submit a formal waiver request accompanied by the
complete set of Purchasing Policies and Procedures we intend to utilize at the EIPCS-W
site.
QUESTION 3: What is the definition of Baltimore County resident used in the
document? Is the charter school assuming that all boarding students because they are
domiciled in Baltimore County are “Baltimore County students?” Is the definition of
Baltimore County resident the one used by BCPS- a student whose parents/guardians
reside in Baltimore County? If students are non-residents is it the assumption that BCPS
would act as the agent for the charter school in collecting tuition fees?
RESPONSE: Students age 16 and 17 will have their residency determined by their
parents address of record. Students age 18 and older who are enrolled as residential
students at the Woodstock Job Corps Center will use the Woodstock address as their
address of record. If there is available space for non-Baltimore County residents we
request that BCPS act as the agent in collecting tuition fees as they do for other non-
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Adams and Associates, Inc./Education Innovations, Inc.
“In partnership to serve Maryland youth.”
10400 Little Patuxent Parkway, Suite 320
Columbia, MD 21044
Phone: 410-962-2888 Fax: 410-964-2961

resident students attending BCPS schools. We do not anticipate many non-Baltimore
County (non-resident) students attending EIPCS-W.
QUESTION 4: If the charter school is a BCPS school, are they going to follow all our
rules and how are these to be implemented them as far as expulsions, suspensions, etc?
Will it be expected that BCPS handle the hearings as we would for any BCPS student?
RESPONSE: Upon Charter approval EI will submit a formal waiver request
accompanied by a complete set of Student Behavior Management Policies and
Procedures we intend to utilize at the EIPCS-W site. These policies will incorporate the
existing BCPS standards.
QUESTION 5: For what services are they going to use BCPS as the agent?
RESPONSE: Human Resources, tuition collection (if necessary) and any other services
determined via a negotiated agreement with BCPS.

CURRICULUM
QUESTION 6: Is the charter school curriculum going to be based upon the BCPS
Essential Curriculum?
RESPONSE: It is our intention to base the EIPCS-W curriculum on the BCPS Essential
Curriculum. We are in the process of writing a MSDE Planning and Design Grant that
will be used to further develop the curriculum for the EIPCS-W. It is important to note
that EI is not eligible to receive Planning and Design Grant funds until a Charter is
approved.
QUESTION 7: How does the charter school plan to meet the high school graduation
requirements for fine arts, PE, and health?
RESPONSE: These will be provided as part of the curriculum and taught by highly
qualified, part time Instructors.

STUDENTS
QUESTION 8: Who is going to identify and screen students to identify them to be
comprehensive diploma eligible?
RESPONSE: A guidance counselor will identify and screen students to determine
diploma eligibility.
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“In partnership to serve Maryland youth.”
10400 Little Patuxent Parkway, Suite 320
Columbia, MD 21044
Phone: 410-962-2888 Fax: 410-964-2961

QUESTION 9: What will be the estimated population of the school be by grade level?
RESPONSE: In our estimation we anticipate the following breakdown:
• 9th grade: 82
• 10th grade: 81
• 11th grade: 81
• 12th grade: 81
These are just estimates and may change considerably in the final agreement between
BCPS and EI.
QUESTION 10: Would this program include ALT-MSA students earning a certificate
rather than a diploma?
RESPONSE: Yes.

STAFFING
QUESTION 11: Will the principal be the principal of the comprehensive high school or
the entire facility?
RESPONSE: The EIPCS-W principal’s only responsibility will be for the
comprehensive high school and will have no direct Job Corps responsibilities. This
individual will work in cooperation with the Center Director of the Woodstock Job Corps
to ensure a successful partnership.
QUESTION 12: Is the charter school going to adhere to BCPS ratios for class size? For
Special Education? A class size of 25:1 is mentioned. Will this be sufficient staff given
the estimated population?
RESPONSE: We will not exceed the applicable BCPS student to teacher ratio for the
population being served. The ratio of 25:1 was put in as an example and upon further
assessment we anticipate that it will be considerable lower than this.
QUESTION 13: Clarification is needed on who (what segment of the population) we are
paying for, who is that money going to serve? Can it be said that BCPS funds will only
be used for diploma-bound students?
RESPONSE: BCPS funds will be used for all students who meet the eligibility
requirements and are enrolled in the EIPCS-W. This includes both diploma-bound and
ALT-MSA students pursing a certificate.
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FINANCIAL
QUESTION 14: Why are the financial management and internal controls not provided?
They state they will be developed, but more clarification is needed. Pg. 82
RESPONSE: EIPCS-W will adopt the government approved financial management and
internal control policies and procedures that are currently in effect at the Woodstock Job
Corps Center. These will be submitted in their entirety upon the granting of a charter
and/or upon BCPS request.
QUESTION 15: The statement that unauthorized purchases may not be reimbursable
may not be allowable. If an item is purchased, it is their obligation to pay for it,
regardless of whether or not “established guidelines” were followed. Pg. 83
RESPONSE: This statement is intended to address individuals who make purchases
without prior appropriate approval. EI will fulfill its obligation to pay for all approved
organizational purchases.
QUESTION 16: Where is the planning and design grant in Attachment F? Pg. 83
RESPONSE: This grant has not been written yet. It will be completed and submitted to
the MSDE by September 1, 2005. BCPS will be provided a copy upon request. It is
important to note that EI is not eligible to receive Planning and Design Grant funds until
a Charter is approved.
QUESTION 17: The response did not address the question. Please clarify. Pg. 87
RESPONSE: Through our partnership with the Woodstock Job Corps Center, EI will
adopt and use the established, government approved inventory control policies and
procedures already in existence. These policies will be submitted upon the granting of a
charter and/or upon BCPS request.

OTHER
QUESTION 18: Is their entire transportation system going to be in compliance with
federal, state, and local laws?
RESPONSE: Yes.
QUESTION 19: Please provide more specificity about the waivers that are planned.
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RESPONSE: Our waiver requests have been described in more detail throughout this
response document.
QUESTION 20: Is there an explanation as to why some members of the board are voting
and some are not voting members? What is the rationale?
RESPONSE: To ensure and maintain the integrity of the Education Innovations vision
and mission, the initial Board will limit the number of voting members. The EI bylaws
and Board structure is currently under review with the Maryland Association for
Nonprofit Organizations. Based upon recommendations resulting from this review,
changes may be forthcoming.
QUESTION 21: Will the same security requirements for special education students
(locked files) be applicable for all students? p6 & 9
RESPONSE: Yes.
QUESTION 22: Can we assume that this program would be handled in the same way as
a non public placement in that BCPS will be responsible for the day program only?
RESPONSE: Yes.
QUESTION 23: Will the facility be used for something other than a day program?
RESPONSE: Yes. Our partnership with the Woodstock Job Corps Center designates
appropriate classroom and administrative space for the EIPCS-W to use during school
hours of operation. The Woodstock Job Corps Center reserves the right to use this space
during non-EIPCS-W hours of operation.
QUESTION 24: When are the students the responsibility of BCPS and when are they
not? Would the students be considered BCPS students for 24 hours/day or for the high
school day program only (in terms of liability)?
RESPONSE: Students are the responsibility of the EIPCS-W (BCPS) during the school
day program only.
QUESTION 25: The document indicates a plan to give bonuses to students for referring
students? Please detail and explain the rationale.
RESPONSE: This will remain part of the Job Corps program for which EIPCS-W
students may be eligible. No BCPS funds will be utilized for this purpose. This program
is a way to support the Job Corps Center and School to reach those most in need; lowincome, high risk, young adults.
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CLARIFICATION: On Page 71 of our application we indicate students will not be
required to wear uniforms. As part of our agreement with the Woodstock Job Corps
Center we do intend to require EIPCS-W students to follow the dress code established at
the Center which includes a uniform during the school/training day. Students who are
enrolled in both the Job Corps Center and EIPCS-W will be provided uniforms at no cost.
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Appendix D
Phyllis Bailey, Executive Director
Special Programs, PreK-12
September 21, 2005

Dear Ms. Bailey:
Let me take this opportunity to thank you and the Baltimore County Public School educators who took the
time to visit the Woodstock Job Corps Center, to learn more about Job Corps and to ask questions of the
charter petition in order to gain a better understanding of this innovative school concept that we are
proposing.
In order to best answer the third round of questions, of which the majority focuses on curriculum, we
thought we would start with an overall, but brief, explanation of the foundation theory of the curriculum
program. Next, we have provided detailed answers to each specific question. In addition, we have taken
another look at the Curriculum Spreadsheet, noting alignments to the Voluntary Statewide Curriculum in
bold. Additions made are in italics. Along with our answers we have included documents that will
provide additional support, and they are:
•

A revised Curriculum Spreadsheet, showing alignment to the Voluntary Statewide Curriculum;

•

Education Innovations Charter School Graduation Requirements, showing alignment;

•

Education Innovations Charter School Course Matrix for each technical program;

•

A Minor Emphasis Portfolio Matrix showing how continuous student progress; and

•

A school plan showing who provides what services to the student and its funding trail.

Foundation Theory for Education Innovation Charter School Curriculum
Education Innovations Charter School will employ a contextual learning approach due mainly to its
collaborative partnership with the Department of Labor and the Woodstock Job Corp Center. As you
know, contextual learning occurs in close relationship with actual experience, allowing students to test
academic theories through real world applications. Contextual teaching and learning strategies:
•
•

emphasize problem-solving;
recognize the need for teaching and learning to occur in a variety of contexts such as home,
community, and work sites;
1

•
•
•
•

teach students to monitor and direct their own learning so they become self-regulated learners;
anchor teaching in students diverse life-contexts;
encourage students to learn from each other and together; and
employ authentic assessment. (This definition was developed by the US Department of Education
Office of Vocational and Adult Education and the National School-to-Work Office.)

Research shows that not all people learn best abstractly. In fact, most people learn best through informal,
contextual experiences (Caine and Caine, 1991, Gardner, 1983, Kolb, 1984). Therefore, accommodating
the learning styles of all learners requires the use of a variety of learning strategies, multiple ways of
organizing curriculum content, and diverse contexts for learning-opportunities.
Contextual learning requires coordination between academic and technical skill standards.
Educators, policymakers, and employers have emphasized the value of creating stronger connections
between academic and vocational education for several years. As an example, the Alaska State Board of
Education in conjunction with educators, employers and the state department of education, created
employability content standards that work in tandem with the state’s academic content standards.
Employability standards are a critical part of student learning. Proficiency in achieving the content
standards is fundamental to creating an employable individual. These employability standards are to be
used in conjunction with Alaska’s academic content standards to ensure Alaska students have the skills
and knowledge necessary to be good citizens, good parents, good workers, and most of all, life-long
learners. Alaska students are expected to learn how to learn and apply their skills and knowledge in a
variety of settings to create a rich and satisfying life. These standards are designed to promote successful
student transition from school to work. - Excerpt from Alaska’s education standards. Similar exemplary
examples can be found through out the Baltimore County Public Schools, policies, practices, and
especially in its “Career and Technology Education” Division.
The Job Corps Center curriculum is certified by the U.S. Department of Labor, is well defined and is fully
operational. Our goal in curriculum is to design a curriculum that incorporates:
• The Maryland Voluntary Statewide Curriculum;
• The High School Assessment Program;
• Job Corps Curricular Goals, in both academics and in the trades; and
• Industry Technology Standards.
In order to meet all these standards, from several governmental agencies and from private industry, the
charter school will therefore employ a curriculum unique to charter schools in a Job Corps setting.
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Connected to our curriculum, will be an assessment component that will yield data quickly to determine
program weakness, thus allowing for any mid-course adjustments.

Curriculum Design Cycle for Developing New Curriculum
Curriculum is designed and implemented through a Plan, Do, Study, Act system: also called: PDCA,
plan–do–study–act (PDSA) cycle, Deming cycle, Shewhart cycle.
Education Innovations Public Charter School offers a comprehensive curriculum and an array of
challenging courses and activities not offered anywhere else in the country. A forum for continuous
school improvement is directly aligned to curriculum and student academic achievement through the
efforts of a curriculum team of educators, experienced in their respective fields of expertise.
Education Innovations Public Charter School uses a Plan, Do, Study, Act system to assure that curriculum
is kept current, that it is implemented, and that it produces the desired student results. This system also
enables the administration to budget its resources for curriculum design efficiently in advance. It results in
an officially adopted curriculum by the Education Innovations Public Charter School Board of Directors
that can be communicated clearly to the public and staff. Provisions are made for continuous review and
improvement in all subject areas.
1. PLAN and develop the curriculum. (January-May 2006)
• Sequences of study are reviewed.
• Other subject areas in the curriculum are considered for the potential of integration
and correlation.
• National and state curriculum content standards and prominent literature in the
field are studied to guide curriculum development.
• Technology and Job Corps Standards are gathered for integration into the
curriculum.
• A curriculum guide is drafted. Each component of the curriculum guide is
reviewed by staff and approved by the Education Innovation Charter School Board
of Directors.
2. DO the implementation to bring about the change. (June-July 2006)
• Teachers are trained and equipped to translate the curriculum into practice.
• The curriculum is taught in classrooms.
3. STUDY the effect of the change on student learning. (September 06-May 07)
• The results are monitored for validation.
• The delivery of the curriculum is examined and adjusted. Mid-course adjustments
are made, if necessary.
• Assistance and support are provided to teachers as needed.
4. ACT to translate what is learned from the study into action. (June-July 2007)
• The curriculum is evaluated based upon assessments of student achievement.
• Changes to the curriculum are considered to ensure that students meet the content
3

•
•

standards.
Planning begins for the next curriculum design cycle.
Results are reported to our Stakeholders, and to the Board of Education.

Curriculum Design Cycle, Reviewing Existing Curriculum
Curriculum is designed and implemented through a Plan, Do, Study, Act system:
1. PLAN changes in the curriculum. (June-July 2007)
• Strengths and weaknesses of current curriculum are considered, by analyzing
classroom data and breaking it down by need.*
• Sequences of study are reviewed.
• Other subject areas in the curriculum are considered for the potential of integration
and correlation.
• Student achievement data are analyzed. *
• National and state curriculum content standards and prominent literature in the
field are studied to guide improved curriculum.
• A curriculum guide revision is drafted. Each component of the curriculum revised
guide is reviewed by staff and approved by the Education Innovation Charter
School Board of Directors.
2. DO the implementation to bring about the change. (July-August 2007)
• The teachers are trained and equipped to translate changes in curriculum into
practice.
• The curriculum is taught in classrooms
3. STUDY the effect of the change on student learning. (September 07-May 08)
• The results are monitored for validation.
• The delivery of the curriculum is examined and adjusted.
• Assistance and support are provided to teachers as needed.
4. ACT to translate what is learned from the study into action. June-July 2008)
• The curriculum is evaluated based upon assessments of student achievement.
• Changes to the curriculum are considered to ensure that students meet the content
standards.
• Planning begins for the next curriculum design cycle.
• Results are reported to our Stakeholders, and to the Board of Education.
Excerpted from Nancy R. Tague’s The Quality Toolbox, Second Edition, ASQ Quality
Press, 2004, pages 390-392.
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*Analysis of Classroom Data

Analysis Breakdown
Data Relative to Need

Correlation
Analysis

Cause
and
Effect
Analysis

Cost
Efficiency
Analysis

Comparative
Analysis
(Options)

Responses to BCPS Questions
Curriculum
English Language Arts
•

What specific grade levels will address specific Core Learning Goals?
o The charter school has aligned its curriculum spreadsheet to the Maryland Voluntary
Statewide Curriculum; therefore, Core Learning Goals are addressed at grade levels, 9th,
10th, 11th and 12th.

•

How will listening and speaking skills be addressed?
o These citations have been added in bold print to Education Innovations’ Curriculum
Spreadsheet, to indicate an alignment to Maryland’s Voluntary Statewide Curriculum.

Concerns:
There is a gap in Module D (focused on reading) which does not appear to align with CL6 #1 on reading.
This will impact preparation for English II HSA. There appear to be some inaccuracies in terms of
measurement criteria, for example, MSDE no longer uses 6-part rubrics to measure reading or writing.
o Both listening and speaking skills have been identified in bold print.
o The measurement criterion has been changed to reflect the newer four point rubric.
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o The VSC is the document that aligns the Maryland Content Standards and the Maryland
Assessment Program.

Social Studies
• To what degree does the planned curriculum in social studies align with the BCPS Essential
Curriculum in social studies?
o The VSC is the document that aligns the Maryland Content Standards and the Maryland
Assessment Program therefore, the charter school has aligned its curriculum spreadsheet to
the Maryland Voluntary Statewide Curriculum,
o The Education Innovations Charter School graduation requirements are aligned to the
Baltimore County Public Schools graduation requirements.
Science
• Is it assumed that the BCPS science curriculum will be used?
o The VSC is the document that aligns the Maryland Content Standards and the Maryland
Assessment Program therefore, the charter school has aligned its curriculum spreadsheet to
the Maryland Voluntary Statewide Curriculum,
o The Education Innovations Charter School graduation requirements are aligned to the
Baltimore County Public Schools graduation requirements.
o The charter school understands that these sciences courses are “lab science” courses.
•

Are the specific instructional techniques geared to science which will be incorporated in the program?
o The integrating strands are taught within the context of the four contextual strands:
• Making sense of the living word (Living world)
• Making sense of the material world (Material world)
• Making sense of the physical world (Physical world)
• Making sense of planet Earth and beyond (Planet Earth).
o The contextual strands provide the broad learning contexts in which students can learn
about already known science ideas, and, at the same time provide:
ƒ opportunities for exploring how those ideas were developed by scientists
ƒ what they can do to explore science ideas and concepts.

Mathematics
• Will the mathematics sequence include Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II? (BCPS expects all
students to graduate with these three credits minimally)
o Yes, the charter school plans to offer courses that include the Algebra I, Geometry and
Algebra II sequence. The courses are designed for students to connect their learning to
other courses, and to their vocational trade. Students will be required to apply many
mathematical skills and concepts to real world situations.
•

In addition to the “non-traditional” strategies, what alternative methods of instruction will be provided
to ensure all students master the curriculum?
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o We plan to employ a variety of research based strategies to enhance student learning,
which;
ƒ Emphasizes hands-on problem solving
ƒ Is organized around real world experiences
ƒ Allows for various learning modalities
ƒ Encourages learning outside of classroom
ƒ Respects student experiences in the learning process
ƒ Encourages collaborative learning, and
ƒ Encourages problem-solving,
o Other Strategies include:
ƒ Recognizing the need for teaching and learning to occur in a variety of contexts
such as home, community, and work sites
ƒ Teaching students to monitor and direct their own learning so they become selfregulated learners
ƒ Anchoring teaching in students’ diverse life-contexts
ƒ Encouraging students to learn from each other and together
CTE
• Are there sufficient hours/content in CTE programming to equal BCPS and Maryland course and
curriculum standards?
o The charter school will operate on a year round school calendar with over 225 school days
and within an extended school day, up to 8 hours, 5 days a week. New CTE programs will
be submitted to the state for approval before the school opens.
•

Which one of the four BCPS Career Completers Pathways currently approved for Allied Health will
be used, given that the Health Occupation does not initially appear to provide the content required by
MSDE.
o The Woodstock Job Corps Center offers 13 different career opportunities for its students.
These career tracks are well-defined and approved by the U.S. Department of Labor.
However these course tracks made not align to MSDE’s Content Standards, and thus will
need to be submitted for approval as completers.

•

Will the Foundations of Technology course (.5) be offered?
o The charter school plans to offer a course similar to “Introduction to Technology Systems
Business and Industry”. The other course appears to place emphasis on engineering, and
the school’s program is geared towards business and industry.

ESOL
• Will students come to the Office of World Languages for intakes as all other ESOL students do? If
not, who will do intakes and determine eligibility to receive ESOL services?
o We would recommend that once the charter is approved and contract is signed that we
meet with the district to set up procedures that best meet the needs of our ESOL students.
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•

The proposal states that students will be asked their home language. For those students who respond
with English, no ESOL services will be provided. What will happen with students who speak World
English or Creole English? These students may have English as the official language of the country,
but they often speak tribal languages or dialects at home and require ESOL.
o We currently are of the thought that these students can be served at the Woodstock Job
Corps Center.

•

The proposal identifies a test to determine progress toward exiting the ESOL program. The state of
MD mandates a specific test both at intake and each spring. Exit criteria are also established at the
state level. Will both tests be given?
o Yes, both tests will be given in compliance with both state and federal laws.

•

Who will oversee the collection of data and maintenance of records for ELLs? The county is audited
and requires specific information in the files. If we are not in compliance, we lose funding, at the very
least.
o When we meet with district ESOL officials, we can define the procedures and practice we
need to fully implement the collection of data. We intend for the charter school to oversee
the collection of data and its maintenance, as the custodian of records.

Budget and Financing
• Is it the expectation that BCPS will provide specific services to the students? If so, please identify
these.
o We are anticipating BCPS will provide some specific indirect services to the students.
These indirect changes are outlined in the next bulleted item.
•

Please indicate if Adams & Associates is planning on purchasing specific services from BCPS or is
the assumption that BCPS will provide these specific designated services without charge? Or is it the
expectation that Adams and Associates will be either outsourcing such services or providing them
using their own resources?
o Education Innovations is recommending that we purchase the following services:
ƒ Human Resources and Pay roll, as the charter school employees will be employees
of BCPS;
ƒ Testing Services, tests are high stakes; charter schools must meet their AYP’s.
BCPS has testing services in place, with staff in-services on testing, ordering and
testing calendar; and
ƒ ESOL Compliance services, to make sure we set up compliance system, best
serving the ESOL student.

Student Support Services
• Is there a waiver for student discipline procedures?
o A waiver for student discipline procedures will not be requested.
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•

Presently, how many non-resident 16 and 17 year olds attend the Woodstock program?
o There are typically less than 10 minor non-resident 16 and 17 year olds attending the
Woodstock Job Corps Center at any given time.

•

Why is a waiver needed for student discipline, if you are incorporating our standards?
o Originally we requested a waiver thinking that the Woodstock Job Corps Center has a
strong discipline policy that could conflict with BCPS’s student discipline policies and
rules. BCPS’s Charter Manual states that BCPS will not grant a waiver in student
discipline policies and rules. Our current thought is that the two discipline policies,
BCPS’s and Job Corps can exist side by side, with minimal confusion.

•

Who will be responsible for ‘teaming’ of students? Will you expect BCPS PPWs, social workers, and
psychologists to support the charter school in the area?
o The charter school is not expecting BCPS to support the charter school outside of any
special education needs and services. A meeting with pupil services to articulate services
and procedures is recommended, once the charter and contract are approved.

Insurance
• Is the chartering organization going to carry their own insurance? If so, a letter will be necessary to
indicate that they are the primary insurance carrier.
o The chartering organization carries its own insurances. A letter can be submitted when this
is obtained after the approval of a Charter.
Waivers
• Could you be more specific regarding the waivers you anticipate requesting from BCPS?
o There are two waiver areas the charter school would like to address. First, we will need a
wavier from “Seat Time”, as the charter school is proficiency-based. Once a student
demonstrates mastery of a skill, content or concept, then the student will immediately
move to the next level of learning or task. Second, the Job Corps Center is opened year
round, and we will need a waiver for an extended school calendar and extended day, and if
needed for continuous, open enrollment.
Documentation
• Could you please provide the documents previously requested which are alluded to in the application
and which are part of the application itself. We have noted those documents which are continent upon
approval of the application and/or contract and/or opening of school.
o Articles of Incorporation, By-laws, and financial and internal accounting procedures will
be submitted.
o Preopening documents will be submitted before the opening of the school include:
ƒ The school will be located on federal property, therefore a letter form U.S.
Architect that buildings meet Federal building standards and are ADA compliant,
will be submitted in lieu of a Certificate of Occupancy, of which only a county can
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ƒ
ƒ
ƒ
ƒ
ƒ
ƒ

issue. If the county wishes to issue the Certificate of Occupancy, then we will cause
it to happen. Shortly after charter approval, we will apply to the county agency for
a Certificate of Occupancy.
All Insurance letters showing evidence of liability and school coverage;
Paper work indicating passing inspection, including health and fire;
Final site plan;
Emergency Plans;
Final School Calendar; and
Updated budget.

Non-Job Corps Students
At our meeting there was discussion centering on the question, what will the program look like for nonJob Corps students, wishing to enroll in the charter school?
The academic program of the charter school would be the same. Instead of receiving trade instruction and
other instruction that we have wrapped into the minor emphasis portfolio from the Job Corps Staff,
students would participate in the minor emphasis portfolio instruction taught by the charter school staff.
Depending on the number of students, the offerings could be limited, but none the less, satisfy the high
school graduation requirements and receive state approval.
We look forward to continuing our discussions. We hope our responses have answered your questions.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions regarding our responses.
Sincerely,
Greg Weber
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Education Innovations Charter School
Proposed School Model in Partnership with Woodstock Job Corps Center

Woodstock Job
Corps Center
(DOL Funded)

Graduation Requirements
Aligned to Voluntary
Statewide Curriculum

Education Innovations
Charter School
(BCPS Funded)

Major Emphasis
Portfolio
Requirements:
Introduction to
Center Life

Information
Technology for
all Students

High School
Literacy

High School
Math

GED
Preparation

Trade
Development

English
Mathematics
Science
Social Science
Creative Technology
Senior Projects
Graduation Portfolio
ESOL
Minor Emphasis
Portfolio
Requirements
Trade-Work Exp.,
Practical Skills and
Knowledge
Health and Well-Being
Ethics and Social
Responsibility
Cultural
Diversity/Languages
Introduction to Center
Life
Career Exploration
Program
Personal Development
Skills
Information Technology

EI English *
Modules A B C
DE

EI Math *
Modules 1 2 3

EI Science *
Modules

EI Social *
Science Modules

Creative
Technology

Senior Projects

Education Innovations Charter School Diploma
or Certificate

*Core Academic
Subject

CHARTER SCHOOL PROGRAM MATRIX FOR 2006-2007
PROGRAM NAME: Sales Clerk Retail
Content Area
English

9th Grade
English 9

10th Grade
English 10

11th Grade
English 11

12th Grade
English 12
Applied Math Elective Senior
Project

Credits
4

Mathematics

Algebra I

Algebra II

Geometry

Science

Biology

Earth Science

Physical Science

Applied Science/Senior Project

4

Social Studies

American Government

World History

United States History

Economics

4

Graduation Requirements

Required Technology
Credit (1 cr)

Fine Arts (1 cr)

Completer Classes

Sales Clerk Retail I

Sales Clerk Retail II

Requirements/Electives

Physical Education (1 cr)

Requirements/Electives
Total Credits

Elective

Work Experience in Carpentry
(3 cr)
or Program Electives Sales
Sales Clerk Retail III
Clerk Retail IV
Health (.5 cr)

and Sales Clerk Retail V
Elective

Elective

4

3.5
4
2
1
26.5
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CHARTER SCHOOL PROGRAM MATRIX FOR 2006-2007
PROGRAM NAME: Carpenter
Content Area
English

9th Grade
English 9

10th Grade
English 10

11th Grade
English 11

12th Grade
English 12
Applied Math Elective Senior
Project

Credits
4

Mathematics

Algebra I

Algebra II

Geometry

Science

Biology

Earth Science

Physical Science

Applied Science/Senior Project

4

Social Studies

American Government

World History

United States History

Economics

4

Graduation Requirements

Required Technology
Credit (1 cr)

Fine Arts (1 cr)

Health (.5 cr)

Completer Classes

Carpenter I

Carpenter II

Carpenter III

Requirements/Electives

Physical Education (1 cr)

Requirements/Electives

Elective

Total Credits
BCPS: Carpentry Careers

Work Experience in Carpentry
(3 cr)
or Program Electives Carpenter
IV
and Carpenter V

Elective

Elective

4

3.5
4
2
1
26.5
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CHARTER SCHOOL PROGRAM MATRIX FOR 2006-2007
PROGRAM NAME: Welder
Content Area
English

9th Grade
English 9

10th Grade
English 10

11th Grade
English 11

12th Grade
English 12
Applied Math Elective Senior
Project

Credits
4

Mathematics

Algebra I

Algebra II

Geometry

Science

Biology

Earth Science

Physical Science

Applied Science/Senior Project

4

Social Studies

American Government

World History

United States History

Economics

4

Graduation Requirements

Required Technology
Credit (1 cr)

Fine Arts (1 cr)

Health (.5 cr)

Work Experience in Carpentry
(3 cr)

3.5

Completer Classes

Welder I

Welder II

Welder III

or Program Electives Welder IV

4

Requirements/Electives

Physical Education (1 cr)

and Welder V

2

Requirements/Electives
Total Credits

Elective

Elective

Elective

4

1
26.5

CHARTER SCHOOL PROGRAM MATRIX FOR 2006-2007
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PROGRAM NAME: Nurses Aide
Content Area
English

9th Grade
English 9

10th Grade
English 10

11th Grade
English 11

12th Grade
English 12
Applied Math Elective Senior
Project

Credits
4

Mathematics

Algebra I

Algebra II

Geometry

Science

Biology

Earth Science

Physical Science

Applied Science/Senior Project

4

Social Studies

American Government

World History

United States History

Economics

4

Graduation Requirements

Required Technology
Credit (1 cr)

Fine Arts (1 cr)

Health (.5 cr)

Completer Classes

Nurses Aide I

Nurses Aide II

Nurses Aide III

Requirements/Electives

Physical Education (1 cr)

Requirements/Electives
Total Credits

Elective

Work Experience in Carpentry
(3 cr)
or Program Electives Nurses
Aide IV
and Nurses Aide V

Elective

Elective

4

3.5
4
2
1
26.5

CHARTER SCHOOL PROGRAM MATRIX FOR 2006-2007
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PROGRAM NAME: Culinary Arts
Content Area
English

9th Grade
English 9

10th Grade
English 10

11th Grade
English 11

12th Grade
English 12
Applied Math Elective Senior
Project

Credits
4

Mathematics

Algebra I

Algebra II

Geometry

Science

Biology

Earth Science

Physical Science

Applied Science/Senior Project

4

Social Studies

American Government

World History

United States History

Economics

4

Graduation Requirements

Required Technology
Credit (1 cr)

Fine Arts (1 cr)

Health (.5 cr)

Completer Classes

Culinary Arts I

Culinary Arts II

Culinary Arts III

Requirements/Electives

Physical Education (1 cr)

Requirements/Electives
Total Credits
BCPS: Culinary Arts and
Restaurant

Elective

Work Experience in Carpentry
(3 cr)
or Program Electives Culinary
Arts IV
and Culinary Arts V

Elective

Elective

4

3.5
4
2
1
26.5
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CHARTER SCHOOL PROGRAM MATRIX FOR 2006-2007
PROGRAM NAME: Business Clerical
Content Area
English

9th Grade
English 9

10th Grade
English 10

11th Grade
English 11

12th Grade
English 12
Applied Math Elective Senior
Project

Credits
4

Mathematics

Algebra I

Algebra II

Geometry

Science

Biology

Earth Science

Physical Science

Applied Science/Senior Project

4

Social Studies

American Government

World History

United States History

Economics

4

Graduation Requirements

Required Technology
Credit (1 cr)

Fine Arts (1 cr)

Completer Classes

Business Clerical I

Business Clerical II

Requirements/Electives

Physical Education (1 cr)

Requirements/Electives
Total Credits

Elective

Work Experience in Carpentry
(3 cr)
or Program Electives Business
Business Clerical III
Clerical IV
Health (.5 cr)

and Business Clerical V
Elective

Elective

4

3.5
4
2
1
26.5
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CHARTER SCHOOL PROGRAM MATRIX FOR 2006-2007
PROGRAM NAME: Bookkeeper
Content Area
English

9th Grade
English 9

10th Grade
English 10

11th Grade
English 11

12th Grade
English 12
Applied Math Elective Senior
Project

Credits
4

Mathematics

Algebra I

Algebra II

Geometry

Science

Biology

Earth Science

Physical Science

Applied Science/Senior Project

4

Social Studies

American Government

World History

United States History

Economics

4

Graduation Requirements

Required Technology
Credit (1 cr)

Fine Arts (1 cr)

Health (.5 cr)

Completer Classes

Bookkeeper I

Bookkeeper II

Bookkeeper III

Requirements/Electives

Physical Education (1 cr)

Requirements/Electives
Total Credits

Elective

Work Experience in Carpentry
(3 cr)
or Program Electives
Bookkeeper IV
and Bookkeeper V

Elective

Elective

4

3.5
4
2
1
26.5
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CHARTER SCHOOL PROGRAM MATRIX FOR 2006-2007
PROGRAM NAME: Brick Layer
Content Area
English

9th Grade
English 9

10th Grade
English 10

11th Grade
English 11

12th Grade
English 12
Applied Math Elective Senior
Project

Credits
4

Mathematics

Algebra I

Algebra II

Geometry

Science

Biology

Earth Science

Physical Science

Applied Science/Senior Project

4

Social Studies

American Government

World History

United States History

Economics

4

Graduation Requirements

Required Technology
Credit (1 cr)

Fine Arts (1 cr)

Health (.5 cr)

Completer Classes

Brick Layer I

Brick Layer II

Brick Layer III

Requirements/Electives

Physical Education (1 cr)

Requirements/Electives
Total Credits

Elective

Work Experience in Carpentry
(3 cr)
or Program Electives Brick
Layer IV
and Brick Layer V

Elective

Elective

4

3.5
4
2
1
26.5
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CHARTER SCHOOL PROGRAM MATRIX FOR 2006-2007
PROGRAM NAME: Building and Apartment Maintenance
Content Area
English

9th Grade
English 9

10th Grade
English 10

11th Grade
English 11

12th Grade
English 12
Applied Math Elective Senior
Project

Credits
4

Mathematics

Algebra I

Algebra II

Geometry

Science

Biology

Earth Science

Physical Science

Applied Science/Senior Project

4

Social Studies

American Government

World History

United States History

Economics

4

Graduation Requirements

Required Technology
Credit (1 cr)

Fine Arts (1 cr)

Health (.5 cr)

Work Experience in Carpentry
(3 cr)

3.5

Completer Classes

Building and Apartment
Maintenance I

Building and
Apartment
Maintenance II

Building and
Apartment
Maintenance III

or Program Electives Building
and Apartment Maintenance IV

4

Requirements/Electives

Physical Education (1 cr)

and Building and Apartment
Maintenance V

2

Requirements/Electives
Total Credits

Elective

Elective

Elective

4

1
26.5
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CHARTER SCHOOL PROGRAM MATRIX FOR 2006-2007
PROGRAM NAME: Electrician
Content Area
English

9th Grade
English 9

10th Grade
English 10

11th Grade
English 11

12th Grade
English 12
Applied Math Elective Senior
Project

Credits
4

Mathematics

Algebra I

Algebra II

Geometry

Science

Biology

Earth Science

Physical Science

Applied Science/Senior Project

4

Social Studies

American Government

World History

United States History

Economics

4

Graduation Requirements

Required Technology
Credit (1 cr)

Fine Arts (1 cr)

Health (.5 cr)

Completer Classes

Electrician I

Electrician II

Electrician III

Requirements/Electives

Physical Education (1 cr)

Requirements/Electives
Total Credits
BCPS: Electrical Careers

Elective

Work Experience in Carpentry
(3 cr)
or Program Electives
Electrician IV
and Electrician V

Elective

Elective

4

3.5
4
2
1
26.5
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CHARTER SCHOOL PROGRAM MATRIX FOR 2006-2007
PROGRAM NAME: Landscape Technician
Content Area
English

9th Grade
English 9

10th Grade
English 10

11th Grade
English 11

12th Grade
English 12
Applied Math Elective Senior
Project

Credits
4

Mathematics

Algebra I

Algebra II

Geometry

Science

Biology

Earth Science

Physical Science

Applied Science/Senior Project

4

Social Studies

American Government

World History

United States History

Economics

4

Graduation Requirements

Required Technology
Credit (1 cr)

Fine Arts (1 cr)

Health (.5 cr)

Completer Classes

Landscape Technician I

Landscape Technician
II

Landscape
Technician III

Requirements/Electives

Physical Education (1 cr)

Requirements/Electives
Total Credits

Elective

Work Experience in Carpentry
(3 cr)
or Program Electives
Landscape Technician IV
and Landscape Technician V

Elective

Elective

4

3.5
4
2
1
26.5
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CHARTER SCHOOL PROGRAM MATRIX FOR 2006-2007
PROGRAM NAME: Nurses Aide
Content Area
English

9th Grade
English 9

10th Grade
English 10

11th Grade
English 11

12th Grade
English 12
Applied Math Elective Senior
Project

Credits
4

Mathematics

Algebra I

Algebra II

Geometry

Science

Biology

Earth Science

Physical Science

Applied Science/Senior Project

4

Social Studies

American Government

World History

United States History

Economics

4

Graduation Requirements

Required Technology
Credit (1 cr)

Fine Arts (1 cr)

Health (.5 cr)

Completer Classes

Nurses Aide I

Nurses Aide II

Nurses Aide III

Requirements/Electives

Physical Education (1 cr)

Requirements/Electives
Total Credits

Elective

Work Experience in Carpentry
(3 cr)
or Program Electives Nurses
Aide IV
and Nurses Aide V

Elective

Elective

4

3.5
4
2
1
26.5
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CHARTER SCHOOL PROGRAM MATRIX FOR 2006-2007
PROGRAM NAME: Painter
Content Area
English

9th Grade
English 9

10th Grade
English 10

11th Grade
English 11

12th Grade
English 12
Applied Math Elective Senior
Project

Credits
4

Mathematics

Algebra I

Algebra II

Geometry

Science

Biology

Earth Science

Physical Science

Applied Science/Senior Project

4

Social Studies

American Government

World History

United States History

Economics

4

Graduation Requirements

Required Technology
Credit (1 cr)

Fine Arts (1 cr)

Health (.5 cr)

Work Experience in Carpentry
(3 cr)

3.5

Completer Classes

Painter I

Painter II

Painter III

or Program Electives Painter IV

4

Requirements/Electives

Physical Education (1 cr)

and Painter V

2

Requirements/Electives
Total Credits

Elective

Elective

Elective

4

1
26.5
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Education Innovations Charter School Application
Curricular Spreadsheet

Major Emphasis Areas Core Academics
Legend:
(Bold) = Aligned to Maryland Voluntary Statewide Curriculum
Italic = New Information
GENERAL GOALS

Language Arts – Module A
1. Develop understanding of foundations of
reading and writing. (Grade 10 C1, D1, D2,
D3; English 3.1)
2. Utilize and apply technology in demonstrating
skills and abilities and in making presentations
(Grade Listening 6.0; Speaking 7.0; English
2.1)
3. Meet creative technology competency
4. Demonstrate integration of writing and
technology skills into vocational career path
activities. (Grade 10 Language 5.0)
5. Fulfills requirements toward completion of
five senior projects and the Graduation
Portfolio. Compose and/or critically interpret
multiple forms of expression, including
different literature and various forms of
writing. (English 2.2)
6. The student uses the reading process
effectively. (Grade 10 Reading E1, E2, E3,
E4, Grade 10 Informational A1, English
2.1)

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify subjects, verbs, and prepositional phrases.
Identify and correct fragments
Avoid and correct run-on sentences
Transform phrases and dependent clauses into
complete sentences
5. Identify and create subject-verb and pronounantecedent agreements
6. Identify and create verb agreement with indefinite
pronouns
7. Write essays and identify key learned skills
8. Writ professional-looking office memos
9. Create a resume and cover letter
10. Complete Quest 2000 computer-based tutorials for
Open & Edit, Text Alignment & Enhancement,
Format & Edit, and Multiple-page Doc, Columns,
Tables
11. Create culminating power point presentation that
integrates all writing and technology objectives.
12. Begin to collect writings that will be revised and
polished further for inclusion in senior projects
and Graduation Portfolio

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

80% competency on Quest 2000
computer-based software section
quizzes.
Scholastic Reading Inventory or
STAR Reading Assessment
Portfolio documentation
presenting authentic articles of
achievement
Multiple assessments utilizing
classroom assignments, quizzes,
tests, and projects
Minimum 2 out of 3 on rubrics
scored writings, on a scale of 03
TABE examination
High School Assessment
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Education Innovations Charter School Application
Curricular Spreadsheet

GENERAL GOALS

Language Arts– Module B
1. Develop skills for more refined and accurate
writing (Grade 10 Writing 4.0; English 3.2,
3.3)
2. Utilize and apply technology in demonstrating
skills and abilities
3. Meet creative technology competency
4. Incorporate skills and abilities into businessrelated activities
5. Work toward completion of five senior
projects and the Graduation Portfolio (English
2.2)
6. The student constructs meaning from a wide
range of texts.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Complete Quest 2000 computer-based
tutorials for these units: Envelope & Labels
(includes working with graphics), Labels
(Excel), and Formatting (Excel)
Add tables, columns, borders, shading, clip
art, and drop caps to MS Word documents
Use sophisticated punctuation correctly:
commas. Apostrophes, colons, semicolons,
hyphens, and dashes
Edit writing for correct punctuation and
capitalization
Write interview follow-up letter
Write essays that demonstrate comma rules,
possessives and contractions
Identify need for and add apostrophes to
possessives and paragraphs.

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

80% competency on Quest 2000
computer-Based software section
quizzes
Scholastic Reading Inventory or STAR
Reading Assessment
Portfolio documentation presenting
authentic articles of achievement
Multiple assessments utilizing
classroom assignments, quizzes, tests,
and projects
Minimum 2 out of 3 on rubrics scored
writings, on a scale of 0-3
TABE examination
High School Assessment
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Education Innovations Charter School Application
Curricular Spreadsheet

GENERAL GOALS

Language Arts– Module B (cont’d)

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

Language Arts– Module C
1. Develop skills for effective situational writing
Grade 10 Language 5.0)
2. Utilize and apply technology in demonstrating
skills and abilities
3. Meet creative technology competency
4. Demonstrate integration of writing and
technology skills into career-related activities
(English 2.3)
5. Work toward completion of five senior
projects and the Graduation Portfolio (English
2.2)
6. Student understands the common features of a
variety of literary forms.
7. Student responds critically to the fiction,
nonfiction, poetry and drama.

1.

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA

Identify need for and add appropriate
punctuations to sentences and paragraphs
Create plan for business that includes
information on product/service, target
customers, and location
Brainstorms and begins to develop ideas for a
senior project: Starting Your Own Business
Design and create a promotional
advertisement for business selected
Design and create a business card
Continue to collect writings that would be
revised further for inclusion in senior projects
and Graduation Portfolio

Complete Quest 2000 computer-based
tutorials for these units: Functions &
Formulas and Creating a PowerPoint
presentation
2. Create payroll, products, and services
spreadsheets in Excel for business of choice
3. Create and edit a PowerPoint presentation
4. Write original sentences using commonly
confused words
5. Rewrite sentences replacing passive with
active verbs
6. Write original sentences with active verbs and
finish sentences avoiding shifts of person
7. Create direct, clear, and forceful sentences
8. Write a story using a variety of narrative and
descriptive techniques
9. Outline, research and write a persuasive essay
10. Develop and compose a creative writing piece
11. Continue to collect writings that would be
revised further for inclusion in senior projects
and Graduation Portfolio.

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

80% competency on Quest 2000
computer-based software section
quizzes
Scholastic Reading Inventory or
STAR Reading Assessment
Portfolio documentation presenting
authentic articles of achievement
Multiple assessments utilizing
classroom assignments, quizzes,
tests, and projects
Minimum 2 out of 3 on rubrics
scored writings, on a scale of 0-3
TABE examination
High School Assessment
80% competency on English exit
exam
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Education Innovations Charter School Application
Curricular Spreadsheet
GENERAL GOALS

Language Arts: Reading – Module D
1. Work Analysis, Fluency, and Systematic
Vocabulary Development (Grade 10 Reading
C1, D1, D2, D3)
2. Reading Comprehension (Focus on
Informational Materials) (Grade 10
Informational A1, A2; English 1.1)

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Trace the etymology of significant terms used
in political science and history.
Apply knowledge of Greek, Latin, and AngloSaxon roots and affixes to draw inferences
concerning the meaning of scientific and
mathematical terminology.
Discern the meaning of analogies
encountered, analyzing specific comparisons
as well as relationships and inferences.
Analyze both the features and the rhetorical
devices of different types of public documents
(e.g., policy statements, speeches, debates,
platforms) and the way in which authors use
those features and devices.
Analyze the way in which clarity of meaning
is affected by the patterns of organization,
hierarchical structures, repetition of the main
ideas, syntax, and word choice in the text.
Verify and clarify facts presented in other
types of expository texts by using a variety of
consumer, workplace, and public documents.
Make warranted and reasonable assertions
about the author’s arguments by using
elements of the text to defend and clarify
interpretations.
Analyze an author’s implicit and explicit
philosophical assumptions and beliefs about a
subject.

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

80% competency on Quest 2000
computer-Based software section
quizzes
Scholastic Reading Inventory or
STAR Reading Assessment
Portfolio documentation presenting
authentic articles of achievement
Multiple assessments utilizing
classroom assignments, quizzes,
tests, and projects
Minimum 2 out of 3 on rubrics
scored writings, on a scale of 0-3
TABE examination
High School Assessment
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Education Innovations Charter School Application
Curricular Spreadsheet

GENERAL GOALS

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA

Language Arts: Literature – Module E
1.
1.

2.

3.

Contrast the major literacy forms and
characteristics of the major literary periods
(Grade 10 Literary A1, A2, A3)
Relate literary works and authors to major
themes and issues of their eras. (Grade 10
Literary A4, A5; English 1.2, 1.3)
Analysis of the philosophical, political,
religious, ethical and social influences that has
shaped characters, plots, and themes. (Grade
10 Literary A6, A7, A8; English 4.1, 4.2,
4.3)

2.

3.

Analyze characteristics of sub genres (e.g.,
satire, parody, allegory, pastoral) that are used
in poetry, prose, plays, novels, short stories,
essays, and other basic genres.
Analyze the way in which the theme or
meaning of a selection represents a view or
comment on life, using textual evidence to
support the claim.
Analyze recognized works of American
literature representing a variety of genres and
traditions:
a. Trace the development of American
literature from the colonial period
forward.
b. Contrast the major periods, themes,
styles, and trends, and describe how
works by members of different cultures
relate to one another in each period.
c. Evaluate the philosophical, political,
religious, ethical, and social influences
of the historical period that shaped the
characters, plots, and, settings.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

80% competency on Quest 2000
computer-Based software section
quizzes
Portfolio documentation presenting
authentic articles of achievement
Multiple assessments utilizing
classroom assignments, quizzes,
tests, and projects
Minimum 2 out of 3 on rubrics
scored writings, on a scale of 0-3
TABE examination
High School Assessment
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Education Innovations Charter School Application
Curricular Spreadsheet

GENERAL GOALS

Math – Module 1
1. Develop knowledge and skills in math
concepts and applications including but not
limited to those covered in arithmetic, algebra,
geometry and other mathematical subjects
deemed appropriate by staff and school
governing board: Factors, divisibility,
prime/composite numbers, fractions, decimals,
points, lines, planes, angle measure, ruler
measure, AutoCAD 2000 (basic tools, draw
lines, erase, zoom, grid, snap, copy, move,
polygons and orthographic views), integers,
variables, one-step equations, exponents,
coordinate plane, polygons, prisms, surface
area and volume, and isometric drawings.
(Algebra/Data Analysis 1.1, 1.2)
2. Utilize and apply technology in demonstrating
skills and abilities.
3. Demonstrate integration of math and
technology skills into vocational career path
activities
4. Work toward completion of five senior
projects and the Graduation Portfolio.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Identify and use the arithmetic properties of
subsets of integers and rational, irrational, and
real numbers.
Understand and use such operations as taking
the opposite, finding the reciprocal, taking a
root, and raising it to fractional power.
(MA.A.5.4
Identify and give examples of undefined
terms, axioms, theorems, and inductive and
deductive reasoning.
Find and use measures of sides and of interior
and exterior angles of triangles and polygons
to classify figures and solve problems.
Solve multi-step problems, including word
problems
Compute volumes and surface areas of prisms,
pyramids, cylinders, cones, and spheres

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Multiple assessments utilizing unit checkpoints (quizzes), module exam, classroom
assignments and projects
Accurate application of math concepts and
measurements to AutoCAD 2000 projects
Informal assessment of student’s product by
instructor and identification of key areas of
weakness
STAR Mathematics Assessment
Portfolio documentation presenting
authentic articles of achievement
TABE examination
High School Assessment
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Education Innovations Charter School Application
Curricular Spreadsheet

GENERAL GOALS

Math – Module 2
1. Develop knowledge and skills in math
concepts and applications including but not
limited to: Integers, two-step equations,
combining like terms, distributive property,
solving equations with variables on both sides,
complementary, supplementary and vertical
angles, properties of parallel lines, AutoCAD
2000 (Osnaps, layers, circles, arcs and
ellipses, rotate, fillet, chamfer and
construction lines, polar coordinates, basic
terms, central angles and arc measure,
circumference and area, and areas and area,
and areas and volumes)
2. Utilize and apply technology in demonstrating
skills and abilities
3. Demonstrate integration of math and
technology skills into vocational career path
activities (Algebra/Data Analysis 3.1, 3.2)
4. Work toward completion of five senior
projects and the Graduation Portfolio

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Simplify expressions before solving linear
equations and inequalities in one variable
Solve multi-step problems, including word
problems, involving linear equations and
linear inequalities on one variable and provide
justification for each step
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide monomials
and polynomials and solve multi-step
problems, including word problems, using
these techniques
Use properties of the number system to judge
the validity of results, to justify each step of a
procedure, and to prove or disprove
statements
Prove and use theorems involving the
properties of parallel lines cut by a transversal,
the properties of quadrilaterals, and the
properties of circles
Know, derive, and solve problems involving
the perimeter, circumference, area, and
volume, lateral area, and surface area of
common geometric figures
Compute volumes and surface areas

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Multiple assessments utilizing unit checkpoints (quizzes), module exam, classroom
assignments and projects
Accurate application of math concepts and
measurements to AutoCAD 2000 projects
Informal assessment of student’s product by
instructor and identification of key areas of
weakness
STAR Mathematics Assessment
Portfolio documentation presenting
authentic articles of achievement
TABE examination
High School Assessment
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Education Innovations Charter School Application
Curricular Spreadsheet

GENERAL GOALS

Math – Module 3
1. Develop knowledge and skills in math
concepts and applications including but not
limited to: linear equations in two variables,
solving systems of linear equations, solving
quadratic equations, basic terms, parts of
triangles, square roots, right triangles,
isosceles triangles, area of triangles, properties
of a parallelogram, area and volume, distance
formula and midpoint of a segment, line slope,
slopes of a parallel and perpendicular lines,
graphing lines, ratios and proportions, similar
triangles, tangent ratio, sine and cosine
rations, angles of elevation and depression,
AutoCAD 200 (absolute coordinates)
(Geometry 2.1)
2. Utilize and apply technology in demonstrating
skills and abilities (Geometry 2.2, 2.3)
3. Demonstrate integration of math and
technology skills into vocational career path
activities
4. Work toward completion of five senior
projects and the Graduation Portfolio

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

1.

Graph a linear equation and compute the x and
y intercepts
2. Verify that a point lies on a line, given an
equation of the line
3. Understand the concept of parallel lines and
perpendicular lines and how those slopes are
related
4. Solve a system of two linear equations in two
variables algebraically and interpret the
answer graphically
5. Determine the domain of independent
variables and the range of dependent variables
6. Use the quadratic formula to find the roots of
second-degree polynomials and solve
quadratic equations
7. Apply quadratic equations to physical
problems
8. Compute areas
9. Use the Pythagorean Theorem to determine
distance and find missing sides of right
triangles
10. Use trigonometric functions defined by the
angles of a right triangle and know and use
elementary relationships between them
11. Design a business floor plan using AutoCAD
2000 and 3-D Studio Mac, applying
mathematical concepts learned

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Multiple assessments utilizing unit checkpoints (quizzes), module exam, classroom
assignments and projects
Accurate application of math concepts and
measurements to AutoCAD 2000 projects
Informal assessment of student’s product by
instructor and identification of key areas of
weakness
STAR Mathematics Assessment
Portfolio documentation presenting
authentic articles of achievement
TABE examination
High School Assessment
80% competency on math exit exam
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Education Innovations Charter School Application
Curricular Spreadsheet
GENERAL GOALS

Science
1. Apply scientific concepts from physics,
chemistry, earth science and biology, to a
variety of situations including the work world
(Biology 1.1,1.2, 1.7, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3; Earth 1.1,
1.2, 1.7; Physics 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3,
5.4, 5.5)
2. Evaluate scientific date and draw conclusions
(Biology 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5; Earth 1.3)
3. Comprehend vocabulary specific to various
branches of science, which may include
physics, chemistry, earth science, and biology
4. Analyze scientific data and effectively employ
problem-solving skills (Biology 1.3, 1.4, 1.6,
3.6; Earth 1.4, 1.5 Physics; 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7)
5. Utilize technology in demonstrating skills and
abilities (Biology 1.5; Earth 1.6)

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.

18.

Solve problems that involve speed and
Newton’s laws of motion
Inspect engine pressure and diagnose problems
Apply knowledge of electrical voltage and
current
Apply knowledge of parallel and series circuits,
and light waves
Identify most common forms of radioactive
decay
Identify parts of an atom and their functions
Apply knowledge of chemical reactions
Demonstrate ability to create solutions and
manipulate speed of mixing process
Apply knowledge of solar energy
Conduct research on solar system
Explain greenhouse effect and its application to
Mars and Venus
Apply knowledge about importance of water to
society in Maryland
Use knowledge of heredity to apply to own life
Analyze an ecosystem and predict long and
short-term effects of changes in it
Measure own heart-rate and analyze the effects
of a variety of activities on the heart
The student will be able to describe the unique
characteristics of chemical substances and
macromolecules utilized by living systems.
The student will explain processes and the
function of related structures found in
unicellular and multicellular organisms.
The student will illustrate and explain how
expressed traits are passed from parent to
offspring.

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Receiving a minimum of 2 rating on
Training Achievement Records (TAR) in
auto mechanics, culinary arts, landscape, and
home builder’s institute
Multiple assessment using quizzes, lab
write-ups, and essays
Construction of models for such concepts as
atoms, solar system, cells, and food webs
Conducting research of a topic, involving an
experiment, and making a presentation to the
class
Maintaining a minimum 3 rating on a sixtyday performance evaluation record
High School Assessment in Biology
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Education Innovations Charter School Application
Curricular Spreadsheet
GENERAL GOALS

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA

Science (cont’d)
19. The student will investigate how natural and
man-made changes in environmental conditions
will affect individual organisms and the
dynamics of populations.
20. The student will investigate how natural and
man-made changes in environmental conditions
will affect individual organisms and the
dynamics of populations.
21. The student will analyze the consequences
and/or trade-offs between technological
changes and their effect on the individual,
society, and the environment. They may select
topics such as bioethics, genetic engineering,
endangered species, or food supply.
22. The student will formulate a working
hypothesis.
23. The student will test a working hypothesis.
24. The student will recognize data that are biased.
25. The student will analyze data to make
predictions, decisions, or draw conclusions.
26. The student will use tables, graphs, and
displays to support arguments and claims in
both written and oral communication.
27. The student will use computers and/or graphing
calculators to perform calculations for tables,
graphs, or spreadsheets.
28. The student will recognize safe laboratory
procedures
29. The student will use models and computer
simulations to extend his/her understanding of
scientific concepts.
30. The student will use ratio and proportion in
appropriate situations to solve problems.
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Education Innovations Charter School Application
Curricular Spreadsheet
GENERAL GOALS

Social Studies
1. Understand and apply world and
U.S. History from 1492 to the
present with special emphasis on the
Revolutionary War, western
expansion, industrial revolution, the
twenties, World War II, Cold War,
and the sixties (U.S. 1.1, 1.2, 2.1,
2.2, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, 5.2, 6.1,
6.2)
2. Introduce the political process and
different systems of government
(World 2.1, 2.2, 2.3; Gov 1.1, 1.2)
3. Analyze relationship of geography
to migration, population growth,
world’s resources, and standards of
living, which are facing today’s
diverse and global populations
(World 1.1, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3)
4. Study different economic systems
and apply to personal economics
(World 4.1, 4.2)
5. Review the different branches
within behavioral science and
psychology
6. Incorporate skills and abilities into
workplace-related activities

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Teach and help to facilitate critical thinking and
analysis skills
Analyze materials, infer meanings, draw
conclusions
Understand main and supporting ideas
Read charts, graphs, and political cartoons
Study concept of E.D. Hirsch’s “Cultural
Literacy” and analyze its implications for
today’s life
Develop employability skills such as critical
thinking teambuilding, decision making, and
consensus building
The student will categorize causes of political
and social change and explain the consequences
for political and social order.
The student will explain significant changes that
are considered turning points or benchmarks in
world history from historical, political, and
social perspectives
The student will analyze the impact of
technology as it contributes to continuity and
change in the political and social order.
The student will explain the role of
transportation and communication in linking
world regions.
The student will compare the goals and
allocation of resources (natural, capital,
human) in traditional, market, command, and
mixed economic systems.
Describe the economic, social, and political
impact of World War II on America’s home
front.
Analyze major United States foreign policy
initiatives from 1981 to the present

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Performance on practice tests administered each
Monday
Performance on worksheets and quizzes
Participation in games, class discussions, and group
activities
Interaction with students individually to access
understanding
Completion of all assignments
High School Assessment in government
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Education Innovations Charter School Application
Curricular Spreadsheet

GENERAL GOALS

Senior Projects and Graduation Portfolio
1. Compile a series of self-generated
products to demonstrate
competencies in a variety of areas
2. Prepare an impressive career
portfolio to be shared with
potential employers

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Design a house applying mathematical skills
and using AutoCAD 2000
Design a newsletter applying various forms of
writing and using digital cameras, scanners,
and Microsoft Office (Literature, Strand 2;
Writing Strand 1)
Create a business plan that includes selecting a
product line, target clients, and budget
projections, using Excel, MS Word, and
PowerPoint
Create and develop a play with characters and
dialogue, using PowerPoint, 3-D Studio MAX,
CorelDraw, and clip art (Literature Strand 1,
Strand 2)
Create a career portfolio that includes an
updated resume, cover letter, personal history,
reflections, and career goals (Literate Strand
2)

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA

1.
2.
3.

Completed portfolio in hardcopy
Completed digital CD of career portfolio
Presentation of portfolio (Literature, Strand 1, Strand
2)
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Education Innovations Charter School Application
Curricular Spreadsheet

1.

2.

GENERAL GOALS

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA

Minor Emphasis Areas (Non-Core)

Minor Emphasis Areas (Non-Core)

Minor Emphasis Areas (Non-Core)

Develop a series of portfolios that reflect
students accomplishments in a variety of
academic and nonacademic areas, helping to
prepare them for success in their future
careers; Portfolio titles are: cultural
awareness, health and well-being, practical
skills & knowledge, ethics, judgment and
social responsibility, self-knowledge,
community involvement and service,
Graduation/post-graduation, and arts &
Technology
Select product samples for each of the minor
emphasis portfolios every year, to demonstrate
achievement in the following
a.

b.

c.
d.

e.

practical skills & knowledge – learn to
apply practical skills and knowledge in
areas such as technology, finance, or
networking, to own life
ethics, judgment and social
responsibility – demonstrate the
capacity to identify, examine and reason
about personal or social issues that
involve moral consequences and
dilemmas
self-knowledge – understand more
about one’s self
community involvement and service –
demonstrate the ability to take individual
responsibility to learn new skills and to
improve or help society
arts and technology – develop and
practice artistic and technological

1.

Selected product samples address such
questions as:
a. Why do you want a diploma?
b. How could you expect your diploma to
contribute to your career goals?
c. What are your financial needs/resources
for college/career?
d. What is your action plan for the future?
e. What are your computer skills?
f. How do you manage personal financial
matters?
g. Can you demonstrate how to contact
community systems and /or government
agencies to get or report information,
solve a problem, or arrange for service?
h. Can you demonstrate your understanding
of the political process?
i. How would you search and apply for
employment?
j. Are you able to step into the shoes of
others and connect opinions to real
events and circumstances?
k. Are you able to define, address, and
evaluate a moral dilemma?
l. Can you relate moral and ethical issues
in literature, history, science, and other
subjects to personal and community
events?
m. What is your life purpose?
n. What makes you important?
o. How has a piece of work helped you
develop as a person or understand
something about yourself in a better

1.

Portfolio completion
Checklist
DTable of Contents
DLetter of Introduction/Portfolio
Introduction
DSelections with Reflections
DEvidence Using Technology
DConnection to Major Emphasis
Portfolios

2.

DPresentation
Presentation of portfolio
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GENERAL GOALS

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA

Minor Emphasis Areas (Non-Core)

Minor Emphasis Areas (Non-Core)

Minor Emphasis Areas (Non-Core)

creative forms of expression.
community involvement and service –
demonstrate the ability to take individual
responsibility to learn new skills and to
improve or help society
g. arts and technology – develop and
practice artistic and technological
creative forms of expression. This
includes all Maryland State Standards
for Dance, Music, Theatre, Visual Arts
h. Health and Well-Being- Coursework
designed to get the student in shape,
physically and mentally, developing
lifelong habits.
The student uses listening strategies
effectively
The student uses viewing strategies effectively
The student use speaking strategies effectively
f.

3.
4.
5.

2.

way?
Product samples will draw from the following
activities:

Reflective writing, computer literacy, Internet
research, career planning, employability plan,
workplace training, fine arts, graphic design,
creative 3-D, performing arts/music, multimedia
production, diversity training, workplace readiness
skills, leadership development, civic responsibility
skills, community service, independent living
skills, transportation skills, internships, intramurals
activities, CPR training, First Aid training,
personal wellness, vocational ed. training,
vocational skills projects, vocational completion,
safety awareness training, public speaking,
progress evaluation, integrated business skills,
integrated animation, integrated newsletter, and
career portfolio activities.
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Graduation Requirements for Maryland, Baltimore County Public Schools and for Education Innovations Charter
School
State of Maryland

Baltimore Cty Public

Specific Credit Requirements Specific Credit Requirements

Ed Innovations Charter
Specific Credit Requirements

Subject Areas

21 Credits
English

4 credits

Mathematics

3 credits
1 in algebra/data analysis

21 Credits
4 credits
Listening, speaking, reading,
literature, written composition
and use of English
3 credits
1 in algebra and 1 in Alge II

1 in geometry
3 credits
1 in biology
2 that must include
laboratory
experience in
any or all of the following
areas: earth science, life
science, physical science

1 in geometry
3 credits

Social Science

3 credits
1 in U.S. history
1 in world history
1 in local, state, national
government

Fine Arts

1 credit

Physical Edcuaton
Health
Technology Ed

½ credit
½ credit
1 credit

3.5 credits
1 in U.S. history
1 in world history
1 in local, state, national
government
.5 in economics
1 credit
Visual arts, or dance
Music Perspective
Theater Arts
1 credit
½ credit
1 credit

Science

21 Credits
English Portfolio, 4 Credits

Mathematics Portfolio, 3 Credits

Science Portfolio, 3 Credits

that must include laboratory
experience in any or all of the
following areas: earth science, life
science, physical science
Social Science Portfolio, 3 Credits

Arts and Technology Portfolio, 1 Credit

Health and Well-Being Portfolio, 1 Credit
Health and Well-Being Portfolio, 1/2 Credit
Arts and Technology Portfolio, 1 Credit

Graduation Requirements for Maryland, Baltimore County Public Schools and for Education Innovations Charter
School

State of Maryland

Baltimore Cty Public

Specific Credit Requirements Specific Credit Requirements
Subject Areas
Other

2 credits of foreign language
or
2 credits of advanced
technology ed. and
3 credits in electives
or
4 credits by successfully
completing a State-approved
career & technology program
and

Specific Credit Requirements

2 credits of foreign language and
2 elective credits or
2 credits of advanced technology
ed. and
2 credits in electives
or
Practical Skills/Knowledge,Self
4 credits by successfully
Knowledge,Cultural Awareness, Eithics,
completing a State-approved
career & technology program and Judgment and Social Responsibility,

Community Involvment and Service Portfolios,
Graduation/Post Graduation and Senior
Projects, 4 Credits

1 credit in electives
Passing onto the next
Grade Level
Requirements

Ed Innovations Charter

Grade 11, have a min of 9
credits and pass grade 9 English
and social studies and Grade 10
social studies or English

Grade 12- have a min of 13
credits and schedule the
required courses to complete
the 20 required to graduate.

Graduation Requirements for Maryland, Baltimore County Public Schools and for Education Innovations Charter
School
State of Maryland

Baltimore Cty Public

Specific Credit Requirements Specific Credit Requirements
Subject Areas
Testing Requirements

Students must take the
Assessments for English,
algebra/sata analysis, biology
and government. And in 2009
pass these tests

All students must complete 75
hours of approved student service
learning.

Ed Innovations Charter
Specific Credit Requirements

Education Innovations Charter School
STUDENT__________________________
High School Diploma Requirements
Learning Plan

Birthdate ________________________
Social Security # ______/______/______
Date Enrolled _____________________

Minor Emphasis Portfolios
Cultural
Awareness

Health and
Well-Being

Practical
Skills &
Knowledge

Ethics,
Judgment &
Social
Responsibility

SelfKnowledge

Community
Involvement
& Service

Graduation/
Post
Graduation

Arts &
Technology
Minor
Emphasis

Date

Date

Date

Date

Date

Date

Date

Date

Initial

Initial

Initial

Initial

Initial

Initial

Initial

Initial

Competencies/Learning Objectives

Reflective Writing
Computer Literacy
Internet Research
Career Planning
Employability Plan
Workplace Training
Fine Arts
Graphic Design
Creative 3-D
Performing Arts/Music
Multimedia Production
Diversity Training
Workplace Readiness Skills
Community Service
Civic Responsibility Skills
Leadership Development
Independent Living Skills
Transportation Skills
Internships
Intramurals Activities
CPR Training
First Aid Training
Personal Wellness
Vocational Ed Training
Vocational Skills Projects
Vocational Completion
Safety Awareness Training
Public Speaking
Progress Evaluation
Senior Project – Integrated Business Skills
Senior Project – Integrated Animation
Senior Project – Integrated Newsletter
Senior Project – Career Portfolio

Appendix F

Adams and Associates, Inc./Education Innovations, Inc.
“In partnership to serve Maryland youth.”
10400 Little Patuxent Parkway, Suite 320
Columbia, MD 21044
Phone: 410-962-2888 Fax: 410-964-2961

Appendix F atc
September 30, 2005

Ms. Phyllis Bailey
6901 Charles Street
Towson, MD 21204-3711
Dear Ms. Bailey,
The following information is provided in response to your correspondence dated
September 27, 2005 and September 30, 2005.
REQUESTED INFORMATION: “…a key question for the reviewers is the
relationship of the current Job Corps program and the Job Corps student body to the
proposed charter school program and the proposed student body. Specifically will the
Job Corps program be provided to the charter school population or will the charter
school program include a modified Job Corps program?”
RESPONSE: It is our desire and intent for Woodstock Job Corps Center (WJCC)
students to be Education Innovations Public Charter School (EIPCS) students if they
meet the established criteria for enrollment (i.e. age, residency). If they already have a
high school diploma they will, of course, not be EICPS students. If EIPCS students meet
the criteria for Job Corps (i.e. age, income) they will be enrolled in the Job Corps
program. In this scenario the partnership proposed with the WJCC will achieve maximum
potential in serving our intended population of at risk students.
For non-Job Corps students wishing to enroll in EIPCS the academic program of the
charter school would be the same. Instead of receiving trade and other instruction we
have wrapped into the minor emphasis portfolio from the Job Corps Center, students
would participate in minor emphasis portfolio instruction taught by the EIPCS staff.
Depending on the number of students, the offerings could be limited, but would still
satisfy the high school graduation requirements and receive state approval.
For Job Corps students not enrolled in EIPCS they would receive vocational, academic
and career development instruction and services from the WJCC staff as they currently
do with no services being provided by EIPCS staff.
No financial or staff resources paid for by BCPS would be utilized to serve WJCC
students who are not enrolled in the EIPCS.

EI responses to BCPS request – 9-30-05
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Adams and Associates, Inc./Education Innovations, Inc.
“In partnership to serve Maryland youth.”
10400 Little Patuxent Parkway, Suite 320
Columbia, MD 21044
Phone: 410-962-2888 Fax: 410-964-2961

REQUESTED INFORMATION: “Will Job Corps students be given priority in
enrollment in the charter school program?”
RESPONSE: No. This is not allowed by law.

REQUESTED INFORMATION: “Will these programs (charter school and Job Corps)
be operated as separate programs?”
RESPONSE: Yes. Separate and distinct programs will be operated; however, for
students who are enrolled in both the WJCC and EIPCS we anticipate extensive
collaboration, coordination and cooperation between the staff and programs to maximize
services to students.

REQUESTED INFORMATION: By-laws for the proposed school
RESPONSE: Attached is a draft of the By-Laws for Education Innovations, Inc. I stress
that this is in draft form. They are currently under review and revision with the assistance
of the Maryland Association of Nonprofit Organizations for which Education
Innovations, Inc. is a member.

REQUESTED INFORMATION: Due Process Procedures
RESPONSE: The following is additional information we hope clarifies the manner in
which we will address and ensure appropriate Due Process Procedures:
While EIPCS shall provide and support alternatives to Due Process Hearings, including
individual internal grievance and appeal, negotiations, and/or mediation, it will in no way
negate the parent’s, student’s or school’s right to initiate a Due Process Hearing as stated
in federal and state statutes, laws and regulations.
Procedural Safeguards: Parents of students with disabilities will be afforded notice of
procedural safeguards by the EIPCS in their native language, which safeguards will
include the areas of notice and consent, due process hearings, and discipline procedures.
We request that materials describing procedural safeguards be provided by BCPS to
EIPCS for distribution to students with IEPs and their families. That will establish
consistency with existing BCPS procedures and policies.
Due Process Procedures and Request for Hearings: Parents of students with disabilities
have the opportunity to request mediation or a due process hearing as part of the
Procedural Safeguards.
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Cooperation: EIPCS will work closely with the BCPS staff to discuss the needed services
(including all related services and programs) of the School’s students with
disabilities. EIPCS will cooperate with the BCPS in any legal or quasi-legal activity
regarding the educational program or placement afforded special education students
attending or admitted to the EIPCS, such as a due process hearing request or a formal
complaint.
Due Process Requests: EIPCS will submit all requests for mediation and due process
hearings in writing to the Legal Issues Office in the Department of Special Education for
BCPS.

REQUESTED INFORMATION: Description of Charter School Facility and its Layout
RESPONSE: A site plan of the Woodstock Job Corps Center is attached.
The Woodstock Job Corps Center is located in Woodstock, Baltimore County, Maryland
at a former Jesuit Seminary. The campus consists of a large and stately 136-year old fourstory main building set in the center of a wooded 64-acre wooded site. Two
architecturally similar but smaller accessory buildings were built in 1925 and 1929. There
is also a collection of smaller buildings surrounding the periphery of the site, which
slopes away on all sides. Useable area is approximately 169,600 NSF. The Center
buildings have 331,648 gross square feet (GSF) in 24 buildings and structures.
The land surrounding the Center consists of dense forests on a hilly terrain. The buildings
are in close proximity to each other and create a campus-like atmosphere. All the
buildings are located on a plateau of open space with a tree line and downhill slopes
surrounding the complex on all sides. There is also a cluster of three modular buildings
that house education functions that are located slightly apart and downhill from the main
campus. The site contains attractive stonework, landscaping features and retaining walls.
Mature oak, beech and poplar specimens are scattered about the site.
The residential facilities include 38,770 NSF of residential living space in Main Building
1, located in eight clusters on floors 2, 3 and 4. The majority of sleeping rooms have two
to three beds each; some of the larger rooms have four beds each. The dormitory clusters
have lounges and laundries within their respective areas. The clusters have central
toilet/shower rooms.
Academic functions are located in the east wing on the first floor of Main Building 1 and
in Buildings 26, 27 and 28. The vocational trades of Accounting, Business Occupations,
Data Entry and Retail Sales are located in Building 2. The Culinary Arts, Health
Occupations, and Security vocational trades are located in Building 3. The construction
vocational trades are located in five different buildings to the north and west sides of
Building 1. The Brick Masonry and Electronic Systems Technician trades are situated in
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Building 6. Landscaping and Carpentry are located in Building 4. Painting occupies
Building 7. Facility Maintenance, Electrical Wiring and Stationary Engineering (HVAC)
are located in Building 8.
Indoor recreation functions are in three separate buildings. The moderately loud and quiet
activities are located in the rear central wing of Main Building 1. The exercise weight
room and TV/Student multi-purpose rooms are located on the first floor, arts and crafts,
recreation lounge and game room are on the second floor and the library and women’s
center is on the third floor. A student store is located on the first floor of Building 8A.
Building 14 houses a gymnasium with toilet/shower rooms. Outdoor recreation areas
include pavilions/gazebos, one volleyball court, one basketball court and an open playing
field. The site contains abundant green spaces; however, many of them are sloping and/or
heavily wooded.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Attached is a copy of a letter from the Maryland
State Department of Education confirming the allocation of a $50,000.00 grant for the
purpose of Planning and Design for the development of the Education Innovations Public
Charter School at the Woodstock Job Corps Center. The formal Notice of a Grant Award
will be finalized once the Baltimore County Board of Education approves our Charter
School application. We are excited to have the opportunity to use these funds to further
plan, design and develop the Education Innovations Public Charter School at Woodstock.
If additional information is needed we respectfully request an opportunity to meet with
the requesting Department staff or individual so we adequately understand the request
and provide the appropriate information.
Please contact me for questions or any additional requests for information.
Sincerely,

Greg Weber
Cc:

J. Berman
M. Hazelton
S. Larson
R. Adams
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c:

Nancy S. Grasmick
Dr. Joe A. Hairston
Michael Goodhues
Phyllis Bailey
Pat Crain
Jim Clark

Appendix G

Charter School Application Scoring Rubric
To the reviewer:
The charter school application must be aligned with the vision and mission expressed in the
Blueprint for Progress, Realizing the Vision, and the Master Plan. The vision is that BCPS’
graduates will have the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to reach their potential as responsible,
productive citizens in a global economy and multicultural society. The mission is that BCPS
will provide a quality education that develops the content knowledge, skills, and attitudes
that will enable all students to reach their maximum potential as responsible, life-long
learners and productive citizens. Applying these standards and all of the information
available to you (the application, the site visit, supplemental information provided by the
applicant), the following scores can be employed.
N/A = “not applicable” No points assigned or subtracted
0 = Application information incomplete
* A zero in any category will result in a zero for that section.
1 = Does not meet standards
2 = Meets standards
3 = Exceeds standards

Total Point
Value

Application Evaluation Sections

Planning and Establishment
____ The profile of the founding group has been provided and includes
employment history, qualifications, experience, relevant training, and
statement of intent.
____ The management and administrative structure are clear, reasonable,
Total ______ and compatible with the mission of the school.
Mission Statement, Vision and Goals
____ The mission articulates the purpose for the school.
____ The mission is clear, concise, measurable, and specific to the purpose
of the school.
____ The mission statement articulates the future direction of the school
for the future.
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____ Specific and measurable goals and objectives have been provided to
assess the progress in advancing the school’s mission and vision.
____ The goals and objectives are reasonable, and specific to the mission of
Total ______ the school and needs of the community.
Student Population
____ The application clearly indicates the grades, number of children in
each class, and total expected enrollment.
____ The application clearly defines the student population that the school
Total ______ is proposing to serve.
Background Information
____ Employment and education history are included for each authorized
agent, principal, and any individual responsible for the day-to-day operation
of the school.
____ The role of each authorized agent, principal and any individual
responsible for the day-to-day operation of the school is clearly defined in
the statement of intent.
____ The Affidavit, Disclosure, and Consent for Background and Credit
Check form has been completed and signed by all required individuals.
____ The Compliance Assurances form has been signed and dated by the
Total ______ Authorized Agent.
Educational Plan
____ The educational objectives and instructional methods are described
and are consistent with the stated mission of the school and needs of the
identified community.
____ The listed grades, teacher/student ratios, and total enrollment number
are consistent with the stated mission of the school and needs of the
identified community.
____ The student population to be served and the geographic area are
included in the explanation of the educational plan.
____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
Total ______ solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
Academic Program, Standards, Curriculum & Instruction
____ The educational program identifies curriculum objectives and content
of the main subject areas (math, science, social studies, English) and
supports VSC, core learning goals, MSDE, NCLB and graduation
requirements.
____ The education program facilitates, and is consistent with the goals and
objectives of the BCPS Master Plan and Blueprint for Progress.
____ The instructional methods outlined are consistent with the stated
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mission, vision, goals and objectives of the school.
____ The instructional methods outlined are innovative.
____ The instructional methods and techniques are suited to enhance
student learning.
____ If applicable, there is a description of the way the needs of Gifted and
Talented Students will be met.
____ A process for the identification and placement of students whose first
language is not English and the methods for determining the kind of
assistance that these students may need is provided.
____ A process to ensure that English Language Learners (“ELL”) are not
misplaced or tracked inappropriately in other classes is provided.
____ A statement that affirms that ELL students will not be excluded
categorically from curricular and extracurricular activities because of an
inability to speak and understand English is provided.
____A description of the planned outreach to parents in the identified
community, including strategies for communicating with parents who are
not proficient in English is provided.
____ The application indicates plan for adhering to the BCPS school
calendar.
____ A copy of the proposed calendar for the first year of operation is
provided indicating the number of student and teacher days required.
____ A timeframe for the instruction of core academic subjects is provided
and includes reasonable goals and objectives.
____ Student Achievement goals are well-defined and consistent with the
stated mission, vision, goals and curriculum program of the school.
____ Learning standards and curriculum are well-defined and include the
skills and knowledge each student will be expected to attain by the end of
each grade and are consistent with the stated mission, vision, goals, and
curriculum program of the school.
____ Curriculum and instructional methods are diverse and include the use
of technology, libraries, and other media.
____ A plan for providing textbooks and other instructional materials has
been described.
____ A description of plans to stock library or media center with books and
other educational materials has been provided.
____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
Total ______ solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
Special Education
____ The application describes how the school will appropriately meet the
needs of special education students adhering to all provisions of federal and
state law.
____ The application designates a professional staff member as the school’s
special education liaison with BCPS.
____ Procedures for mediation, resolution, and due process are clearly
outlined.
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____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
Total ______ solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
Student Assessment
____ A plan for assessing student performance in the core academic areas
has been provided and includes outcomes to be achieved and methods of
measurement to be used.
____ The application includes a reasonable plan to ascertain baseline
student data that will be used to measure academic achievement levels in
core academic areas.
____ A plan for how academic achievement levels will be measured and
how rates of progress will be measured is provided.
____ The application offers methods to gauge the academic strengths and
needs of students and the extent to which educational goals and
performance standards are being met.
____ Student participation in statewide assessment programs is
acknowledged and included in educational plan.
____ The application includes a method for determining that students
satisfy state requirements for graduation.
____ A description of the methods that will be used for identifying and
meeting the needs of students who are not achieving on or above grade
level is provided.
____ If the school intends to serve an at-risk population, the application
includes challenges associated with serving the population and describes
methods, strategies or programs the school will use to address them.
____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
Total ______ solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
Management Structure
____ Articles of Incorporation are included.
____ Set of By-laws is included.
____ Profile of the operators of the public charter school is provided.
____ Organizational chart of the school is provided and denotes the various
reporting structures and includes a narrative description.
____ A management structure is provided for the school that delineates the
responsibilities, polices, and practices needed to manage the school.
____ An administrative management structure is provided that delineates
the roles, interrelationships and responsibilities of each position.
____ A Code of Ethics is provided which includes a formal conflict of
interest policy.
____ The Code of Ethics includes specific procedures for implementing the
policy and an assurance that the policy applies to all members of the school.
____ Procedures for resolving conflicts between operators of the charter
school and the chartering authority (i.e. Board of Education) are included.
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____ A description of how the charter school will comply with Maryland
statutes relating to public records and public meetings is provided.
____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
Total ______ solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
Student Policies and Services
____ A dress code policy is provided. If a uniform is required, the policy
includes provisions for parents unable to afford uniforms.
____ The application includes food services plan.
____ A plan for the provision of health services is provided and is
consistent with state guidelines.
____ The application includes a description of plans for student
participation in extracurricular activities.
____ A clear and well-developed Code of Student Conduct is provided.
____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
Total ______ solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
Student Support Services
____ Admission and enrollment policies are included and are consistent
with Maryland statutes.
____ Policies on compulsory school attendance are included.
____ Nonresident tuition policy is consistent with BCPS Policy and Rule
5150.
____ Student withdrawals and dismissal procedures are provided.
____ Policy on promotion of students is defined and consistent with the
stated mission, vision, and goals of the school.
____ Discipline procedures (suspensions and expulsions) are defined and
consistent with BCPS procedures.
____ Student records and forms comply with all federal and state
requirements.
____ Policies and procedures are outlined to maintain family and student
confidentiality consistent with federal and state law.
____ Immunizations policy is consistent with federal and state law as well
as the Health Services plan of the school.
____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
Total ______ solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
Human Resources
____ The application describes standards to be used in the hiring process
for administrators, teachers, and other school staff.
____ The application includes a staffing plan for the school, including the
position, title, and job description of the staff that will be sought.
____ The school will follow requirements of NCLB in describing the
qualifications of teachers to parents.
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____ The application describes the targeted staff size, staffing plan, and
projected student to teacher ratio. The ratio is consistent with the stated
mission of the school and the needs of the students.
____ If professional development services of BCPS are not utilized, a
program of professional development is outlined.
____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
Total ______ solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
Professional/Support Personnel – Qualifications
____ The application includes job descriptions, qualifications, personnel
appraisal and accountability system.
____ The qualification and certification of currently employed teachers and
other professional staff are included.
____ Fingerprinting and criminal background checks for all currently
employed staff/volunteers are included.
____ Resumes for all professional staff are included.
____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
* NOTE: The applicant may not have identified staff – it is acceptable to
Total ______ substitute the plan for fingerprinting and criminal background checks.
Policy, Regulations, and Legal Requirements
____ Assurances forms are provided.
____ Reporting requirements and annual review process are provided.
____ A commitment to maintain compliance with state and federal
education requirements is included.
____ If legal autonomy has not occurred, a plan for legal autonomy is
included (i.e. plan of incorporation).
____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
Total ______ solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
Parent Involvement and Community Participation
____ The application displays evidence of broad based community support.
____ The application describes how school will build family and school
partnerships that focus on strengthening support for learning, improving
communication, and encouraging parental involvement in school
operations.
____ The application describes the role that administrators, teachers, and
other school staff will play in making sure that all parents are welcome at
the school, encouraged to participate, trained and involved in their child’s
education.
____ The application describes anticipated parental involvement in the
school including input, comment, and/or participation in the school’s
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governance.
____ Methods for handling and resolving disputes between parents and the
school are identified.
____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
Total ______ solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
School Facilities
____ The application identifies a facility to be used or presents the options
under consideration. Anticipated utilization of the number and size of
classrooms, common areas, recreation space, community facilities, and any
residential facilities, if applicable, (i.e. dormitories or faculty housing) are
included.
____ If a facility is identified, documentation that it is in compliance with all
applicable health and safety laws (i.e. local building codes, security ,
maintenance, custodial services) or a well-defined plan to renovate and
bring the facility into compliance, is provided.
____ If no facility has been identified, information on progress toward
securing a facility, including partnership developments or other future steps
toward acquisition is provided.
____ Financing plans, if applicable, are described.
____ If the charter school applicant or partners owns or leases a facility, a
description of the ownership or lease agreement of the facility, including,
specifically, potential conflicts of interest and arrangements by which such
conflicts will be managed or avoided has been provided.
____ Property settlement or lease documents have been provided.
____ The facilities plan includes provisions for the acquisition of
educational materials and supplies, furniture, and other equipment necessary
to meet the educational needs of students and support the instruction by
teachers and staff.
____ Technology plans, including the acquisition and maintenance of
computers for students have been described.
____ Verification of no outstanding building code violations has been
provided.
____ Facility is ADA accessible.
____ Schedule for occupancy of facility is included.
____ Certificate of Occupancy is included.
____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
Total ______ solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
Finances
____ A plan for financial management and internal accounting procedures
is provided and is consistent with standard accounting practices.
____ A detailed four-year estimate of the school budget is included.
____ A detailed budget for start-up expenses is included that covers the
planning and capital expenses necessary prior to the opening of school.
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____ The budget for the length of the proposed contract covers all
projected sources of revenue and includes planned expenditures with an
accompanying narrative.
____ The budget includes a detailed sensitivity analysis and financial plan
based on enrollment with contingency plans for reduced enrollment.
____ Detailed cash flow projections for the first year are displayed month
by month with a plan to adequately fund cash flow shortfalls.
____ Fund-raising plans, if applicable, are included.
____ Operating and Capital budget projections are provided.
____ A fixed assets policy is provided.
____ Ownership and inventory control process for materials and equipment
is provided.
____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
Total ______ solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
Recruiting and Marketing Plan
____ Plan is in place that will attract a sufficient pool of applicants.
____ If applicable, steps to reach a broad range of students are in place.
____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
Total ______ solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
Risk Management
____ Civil Liability insurance is provided.
____ General Liability insurance is provided.
____ Procedures are in place to ensure that unauthorized persons are not
able to enter the school or its premises.
____ The application provides an emergency plan that is compliant with
MSDE emergency planning guidelines for local school systems and schools.
____ The plan describes procedures to maintain emergency contact
information for all students.
____ A description of the plans to conduct regular fire drills is provided.
____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
Total ______ solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
Operations
____ If applicable, a timetable for registering and admitting students,
including lottery procedures is provided.
____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
Total ______ solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
Transportation
____ Plans for transporting students are included.
____ Definition of “reasonable distance” is included in the transportation
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plan.
____ Policies regarding equal access for all students is provided.
____ If a waiver was requested on any item in this section, it included a
Total ______ solid justification along with a feasible and reasonable alternative.
OVERALL
TOTAL
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COMMENTS (MANDATORY): Your comments must include a detailed and complete
rationale of any scores given to the applicant for your assigned area(s).

* If necessary, use the back for further comments.

Signature: ___________________________________

Date: ________________

Name (Printed): _______________________________
Title: ________________________________________
Area(s) Reviewed: _____________________________

Thank you for your time and expertise!
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Page Number

2

Attachment J
Attachment J
3

5

6

8
8
9

10

11

12

13

17

Section
Format
__ ___Typed document
__ ___Pages numbered consecutively
Application/Guidance
__ ___Any section not complete, including items left blank or unanswered,
will result in an application being deemed INCOMPLETE. All information
will be verified for accuracy.
Public Charter Concept Proposal Form
Prospectus
Public Charter School Application
__ ___Any section not complete, including items left blank or unanswered,
will result in an application being deemed INCOMPLETE. All information
will be verified for accuracy.
Application Summary
Planning and Establishment
__ ___Profile of Founding Group
__ ___Management and Administrative Structure
__ ___Any section not complete, including items left blank or unanswered,
will result in an application being deemed INCOMPLETE.
Mission Statement
__ ___Mission and Goals
Goals
Student Population
__ ___Any section not complete, including items left blank or unanswered,
will result in an application being deemed INCOMPLETE.
Background Information
__ ___Employment History
__ ___Education History
_____Statement of Intent
Affidavit, Disclosure, and Consent for Background and Credit Check
__ ___Signature
__ ___Any section not complete, including items left blank or unanswered,
will result in an application being deemed INCOMPLETE. All
information will be verified for accuracy.
Compliance Assurances
__ ___Admission Procedures
__ ___Nonsectarian Statement
__ ___Agreement to Participate in Training and Professional Development
__ ___Special Education/Exceptional Student Services Training
__ ___Agreement to Comply with Audit Requirements
__ ___Agreement to Comply with Maryland Student Assessment
__ ___Signatures
Educational Plan
__ ___Objectives
__ ___Grades, number, etc.
__ ___Student Population and Geographic Area
Academic Program, Standards, Curriculum & Assessment
__ ___Describe educational program
__ ___Goals and objectives of the BCPS Master Plan
__ ___Outline instructional methods

47

55

57

67

67

75

__ ___Exceptional Education Students
__ ___Special Education Students
__ ___School Calendar
__ ___Timeframe on core academic subjects
__ ___Student achievement goals
__ ___Learning standards and curriculum
__ ___Schedule of state assessments administered by school
Student Assessment
__ ___Plans to assess student performance in core academic areas
__ ___Baseline student academic achievement levels established
__ ___Baseline rates compared to academic progress achieved
__ ___Evaluation of progress comparison
__ ___Methods used to identify educational strengths
__ ___Student Participation in statewide assessment programs
__ ___Requirements for graduation (secondary education applicants only)
__ ___State or local rules waived
__ ___Meeting needs of students at risk of academic failure
Management Structure
__ ___Articles of Incorporation (if applicable)
__ ___Profile of the operators of the public charter school
__ ___Business arrangements or partnerships
__ ___Relevant expertise of retained consultant or professionals
__ ___Method for resolving conflicts
__ ___Set of By-laws
School Management
__ __Management structure of the school
__ ___Administrative management structure of the school
__ ___Roles and responsibilities of management board
__ ___Organizational chart for school with narrative description
__ ___Code of Ethics
__ ___Public meetings (if applicable)
Student Policies and Services
__ ___Alternate policies (if applicable)
__ ___Dress code policy
__ ___Food Services
__ ___Health Services
__ ___Student participation in extracurricular activities
__ ___Appropriate technology, libraries, and other media plans
__ ___Procedures for dissolution of school
__ ___Code of Student Conduct
Student Support Services
__ ___Written policies and procedures
__ ___Enrollment and attendance data
__ ___Compulsory attendance
__ ___Nonresident tuition policy
__ ___Student withdrawals and dismissals
__ ___Promotion of students
__ ___Discipline procedures – suspensions - expulsions
__ ___Student records and forms
__ ___Immunizations
Human Resources
__ ___Roster of instructional staff
_n/a ___Indication of teacher certification waiver
__ ___Hiring standards

75

76

77

80

82

88

__ ___Teacher qualifications to parents
__ ___Targeted staffing size and plan
__ ___Professional Development
Professional/Support Personnel – Qualifications
__ ___Job descriptions
__ ___Qualification and certification of teachers and other professional staff
__ ___Fingerprinting and criminal background checks for all staff/volunteers
__ ___Resumes for all professional staff
__ ___Personnel appraisal and accountability system
Policy, Regulations, and Legal Requirements
__ ___Assurances forms
__ ___Reporting requirements and annual review process
__ ___Civil liability insurance
__ ___General liability insurance
__ ___Compliance with state and federal education requirements
__ ___Legal autonomy
__ ___Child development center license (if applicable)
Parent Involvement and Community Participation
__ ___Building family-school partnerships
__ ___Parental involvement
__ ___Staff involvement
__ ___Partnerships with community organizations
__ ___Community support
__ ___Handling disputes
_n/a___Conversion of existing school (if applicable)
School Facilities
__ ___Facilities, location, and present options
__ ___Renovation and compliance
__ ___Partnership developments and acquisition of school building
__n/a___Financing plans (if applicable)
__ ___Notification of facility
__ ___Ownership or lease agreement
__ ___Description of facility
_n/a___Facility (acquisition)
__ ___Acquisition of educational materials, supplies, furniture, etc.
__ ___Verification of no outstanding building code violations
__ ___ADA accessibility
__ ___Schedule for occupancy
__ ___Certificate of Occupancy
Finances
__ ___Financial management and internal accounting procedures
__ ___Four-year estimate of school budget.
__ ___Budget for start-up expenses
__ ___Budget for length of proposed contract, sensitivity analysis,
contingency fund, and cash flow projections
__ ___Fund-raising plans
__ ___Liability insurance
__ ___Determination of per-pupil allocations/modifications
__ ___Operating and Capital budget projections
__ ___Ownership and inventory control of materials and equipment
Recruiting and Marketing Plan
__ ___Publicizing the school to attract a sufficient pool of applicants
__ ___Steps to reach all students

96

97

99

100
101
102

102

102

103

Risk Management
__ ___Plans to ensure safety and security of students and staff
__ ___Proposed school insurance coverage plans
__ ___Emergency plans
Operations
__ ___Admissions and dismissal procedures
__ ___Timetable for registering and admitting students, including lottery
procedures
__n/a___Existing school conversion plans (if applicable)
Transportation
__ ___Plans for transporting students
__ ___Definition of reasonable distance in transportation plan
__ ___Policies regarding equal access for all students
__ ___Special education IEP requirements
Additional Board Governance Policy (Read Only)
Final Documentation (Read Only)
Pre-Opening Submissions
__n/a__Facilities Safety Approval, inspections, compliance, and final site plan
Final Governance Documents
__ ___Articles of Incorporation (if applicable)
__n/a___Other documents
__n/a___Updated Information on Management Board
Insurance, Final Budgets, and Other
__ ___Insurance coverage plans
__ ___Updated budgets
__ ___Final school calendar
Miscellaneous
__n/a___Private school conversion
___ __Any other information pertinent to evaluation of application

